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Retail & e-Commerce Asia 2014

Limited
Complimentary
Seats for
Endorsers &
Premier

26 June 2014 | 9.30 am – 4.30 pm |
Overview

The evolution of the Internet has created a new fast growing industry with more commercial activities
being performed online and more consumers opting to shop online. Today, e-Commerce has grown to
be a powerful force in the retail supply chain industry and is set to enjoy even stronger growth in the near
future. In 2013, there was more than $638m in investments made into companies addressing mobile
commerce in Asia. With online marketers seeing great potential, 2014 is definitely poised to be a big year
for e-commerce in Asia.
Supply Chain Asia’s Retail & e-Commerce 2014 aims to discuss the trends and to encourage knowledge
sharing on how companies effectively manage their supply chain and retail & e-Commerce platforms.
Through panel discussions, SCA hopes that attendees can generate possible innovations to improve the
retail and e-Commerce supply chain and logistics processes.

Programme

9.30 am – 10.30 am
10.30 am – 11.00 am
11.00 am – 12.00 pm

Registration & Networking
Welcome – An Overview of Retail & e-Commerce
(by Supply Chain Asia)
Panel I - e-Commerce CEO Dialogue

Proposed speakers (TBC)
Paul Lim, CEO, Kwerkee Art
Samuel Lim, CEO, Reebonz
Roger Egan, Co-Founder & CEO, RedMart (confirmed)
Lawrence Koh, ShopAbout (confirmed)
Arne Jeroschewski, DHL Global Mail (confirmed)

12.00 pm – 2.00 pm	Networking Lunch
2.00 pm – 3.00 pm

Panel II - Distribution Centre Operations

Proposed speakers (TBC)
Matthieu Simon, Managing Director, FuturMaster
Vikram Rupani, Co-Founder, CFO & COO, RedMart (confirmed)
Xavier Pairada, Regional General Manager, Asia, Schaefer 			
Tanner Tham, Regional Director, South Asia, Vocollect

3.00 pm – 3.30 pm	Networking Break
3.30 pm – 4.30 pm

4.30 pm

Panel III - Last Mile Logistics

Proposed speakers (TBC)
Noam Berda, Rocket Uncle (confirmed)
Chan Hsien Hung, General Manager, Yang Kee Logistics (confirmed)
Lim Ann Nee, Singapore Post Limited
Khoo Seng Thiam, Managing Director, FedEx Express
Yasmin Aladad Khan, Senior Vice President, APAC, DHL Express, APAC
Richard Chua, Vice President Regional Headquaters, Yamato Asia Pte Ltd

Details

DATE: 26 June 2014
TIME: 9.30 am – 4.30 pm
VENUE: Mandarin Orchard
	Singapore

Participation Fees*
Endorsers & Premier

Complimentary

Lim
it
Sea ed
ts

Individual/Lite/Professional
SGD133.75
Non-Members
SGD315.65

To Register
Contact 6567 2308
weisi.low@supplychainasia.org
*Prices are reflected inclusive of 7% GST.

Sponsor:

Event Ends

Find us at

Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd

1 International Business Park #03-01C (Tower Block)
The Synergy Singapore 609917
T +65 6567 2308 F +65 6569 4772 www.supplychainasia.org
Co. Reg No (201216027H) GST Reg No (201216027H)

www.fb.com/scasia.org
groups/Supply Chain Asia
youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
App-SC Asia
App-SC Asia
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For starters, the Singapore Maritime Week
happened just in April, featuring a total of 29
industry-related events. This makes it the biggest
show since its inception in 2006. In addition,
TOC Asia 2014 and Asia Pacific Maritime 2014
were also held at approximately the same period.
Both coveted events brought up challenging
issues in the maritime industry, provided engaging
platforms for networking sessions, and were
graced by top executives across the globe. Despite
the challenging trends (such as over-capacity)
demonstrated by the industry, the maritime sector
remains generally optimistic about future success,
which is buoyed by continuous demand and
investment in huge vessels.
Maritime logistics also plays a hand in the
multinational search and rescue efforts of MH370.
Such a critical task only highlights the importance
of the sector. The goal becomes more than simply
delivering products or raw materials from one end
of the world to the other. It is now about instilling an
efficient international cooperation to literally find the
answers to the mystery that happened on 8 March.
With a worldwide network of operations consisting
of navy vessels, submarines and helicopters, this

challenge underlines the importance of global
partnership and collaboration. If this touching
aspect of humanity can prevail in everything that
we do, it is easy to believe that we can handle any
challenges heading our way.
In this issue, we explore the different trends
happening in the maritime sector, including a special
feature on the Singapore Maritime Academy. In
addition, we are also touching on the geopolitical
events in the region, such as the presidential
election in Indonesia. The important decisions made
in these two great nations will surely cast a powerful
impact over our Asia-Pacific region.
SCA is also proud to host our upcoming Retail
& e-Commerce Asia 2014 in June. The event
aims to discuss industry trends and to encourage
knowledge sharing on how companies effectively
manage their supply chain as well as retail &
e-commerce platforms. Through panel discussions,
SCA hopes that attendees can generate possible
innovations to improve the retail and e-commerce
supply chain and logistics processes. We look
forward to seeing you there.
Cheers,
The Supply Chain Asia Team
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published by Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd. All rights
reverved. No part of the publication may be reproduced without
prior permission from the publisher. For subscription and other
enquiries, please visit www.supplychainasia.org.
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About us

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body dedicated to bringing
supply chain and logistics professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create
platforms whereby members of the community can come together to network,
share and learn from one another. Our focus is to enable the development of
collaborative relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make Supply Chain
Asia your community of choice.

Vision

Connect. Communicate. Collaborate.
By empowering members with platforms to apply these three crucial Cs, Supply
Chain Asia intends to be the Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain
Professionals living and working in Asia.

CONNECTING A COMMUNITY

The Power of Vocollect Voice®

The Value Proposition of Voice-Directed Warehousing
Voice-directed warehousing, where a warehouse worker is directed to perform
tasks based on voice automation using a headset, is now over 20 years old.
The processes are maturing and the technologies are increasing in capability.
We have moved from early adopter, or early experimentation with the technology,
to main market adoption where mainstream manufacturers and distributors are
trying to rationalize the value proposition.
But what exactly is the value of voice for a supply chain leader? One thing is clear:
voice-directed warehousing has matured and is now mainstream in distribution
operations. The implementation of voice automation improves the satisfaction of
the warehouse operations teams through the improvement of order quality, and
accuracy of operations while improving productivity.

Read the entire study and watch the webinar
www.vocollectvoice.com/campaign/the-power-of-voice

© 2014 Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved.

Contact
Region
Asia Paciﬁc

Phone
China +86 186 1698 7028
Singapore +65 6305 2369
Australia +61 409 527 201

Email & Web
amkoh@vocollect.com
www.vocollectvoice.com

industry report monthly commentary

O

ur monthly industry brief provides an astute commentary of
the various business headlines affecting the Asian markets.
Concise, impartial and easy to digest, the Supply Chain Asia
Industry Headlines is designed to help our readers track business
trends, and understand the implications of major happenings
in bite-sized chunks. In addition to providing our readers with
the information to make smart business decisions quickly and
effectively, we also include write-ups of our upcoming events and
academy programmes in individual copies of the brief.

About Supply Chain Asia

Industry
Report

Logistics Performance Index 2014
reveals new chart-topper
Germany has overtaken Singapore’s top spot in the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index (LPI) 2014. The report has shown that
Germany is the best performing country with an LPI score of 4.12.
However, it is not that the logistics performance in Singapore has regressed, but that the European countries have made more progress.
With the profile of logistics-related issues raised in the EU recently, the region is making a greater effort to manage its logistics challenges.
In the meantime, Hong Kong SAR, China; Singapore; and United Arab Emirates have very narrow confidence intervals (less than 0.07 score
points in 2012 and 0.06 in 2014), and even such a small change in score becomes statistically significant.
While European countries seem to be edging out their Asian opponents in the Top 10 Performers chart, Southeast Asian lower middleincome performers, such as Vietnam and Indonesia, are steadily jumping up the ranks.

The top 10 performers on the 2014 LPI-largely unchanged since 2010
2014 LPI

2012 LPI

2010 LPI

Economy

Rank

Score

% of the
highest
performer

Germany

1

4.12

100.0

4

4.03

97.0

1

4.11

100.0

Netherlands

2

4.05

97.6

5

3.98

96.7

4

4.07

98.5

Belgium

3

4.04

97.5

7

3.98

95.3

9

3.94

94.5

United Kingdom

4

4.01

96.6

10

3.90

92.7

8

3.95

94.9

Singapore

5

4.00

96.2

1

4.13

100.0

2

4.09

99.2

Sweden

6

3.96

94.9

13

3.85

91.2

3

4.08

98.8

Norway

7

3.96

94.8

22

3.68

85.9

10

3.93

94.2

Luxembourg

8

3.95

94.4

15

3.82

90.3

5

3.98

95.7

United States

9

3.92

93.5

9

3.93

93.7

15

3.86

91.7

Japan

10

3.91

93.4

8

3.93

93.8

7

3.97

95.2

Sources: Logistics Performance Index 2010,2012 and 2014
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Rank

Score

% of the
highest
performer

Rank

% of the
highest
Score performer

Join AEB’s supply
chain network.
Case studies & market insights
Best practices in SCM

AEB provides valuable information and
up-to-date case studies applicable to the
whole supply chain. As a member of AEB’s
supply chain network, you have access
to the latest articles in logistics and
supply chain management and receive
special offers, e.g. discounts on SCM
events. Being part of a strong network
pays off in many ways.

Event notifications & special offers
Discussions & event reviews

Register now at
aeb.com.sg/network

ASSIST4 offers a full set of business services for end-to-end logistics, enabling the standardization and
automation of your global trade, logistics, and risk management processes. www.aeb.com.sg/assist4

Software, consultancy and services for global trade and supply chain management
www.aeb.com.sg | info@aeb.com.sg | or call +65 6337 9300

Input and outcome LPI indicators

Customs

Timeliness

Percentage change in LPI
component as measured against the
highest performer, 2007-14
Percentage change
12

Infrastructure

Supply Chain
Service
delivery

Services
quality

International
shipments
Tracking
and tracing

10
8
6
4

Areas
for
policy
regulations
(Inputs)

Service
delivery
performance
outcomes

Time,cost,reliability

2
0
Low
income

Lower
Upper
middle income middle income

Customs
Infrastructure
Quality of logistics services

Source: Logistics Performance Index Report
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The Science
Behind
Forecasting
In a recent study by Alteryx and
AbsolutData, the results have shown to
reinforce the importance of predicting
customer behaviour with analytics. If
used effectively, it could drive critical
improvements in sales, marketing,
customer satisfaction and loyalty, as well
as operational efficiency.
While a majority of companies today
adopt behaviour analytics in one form or
another, a significant number of them
still face challenges in consolidating the
information, or even in implementing
actions based on the data. Up to 43 per
cent have difficulty gaining access to data
across siloed departments, while almost 37
per cent are unable to effectively convert
data into actionable insight.
It is a steep learning curve when it comes
to using and understanding analytics
tools, but the industry needs to do more
to effectively optimise the technology in
hand.

Supply Chain Asia 9

Supply Chain Operations Traineeship
Programme (SCOTP)
A Programme by Supply Chain Asia Academy, the training arm of Supply Chain Asia
Supported by Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA)

Mutual Benefits
Employee

Employer
Maximise
talent output

Fast track
your career
progression

by investing in
customised
on-the-job
training programme

from a SC Assistant
to an Executive
within a year

Receive

mentoring
and coaching

Pay course fees of

only S$2150

from industry
professionals

due to 70%
subsidy*

Enjoy waiver on
monthly training

Receive 6 months extension

allowance of
up to $1400 per
trainee per month

or permanent

employment after
completion

for 12 months

*Terms & conditions apply.

For more information or enquiries, please visit us at our website www.supplychainasia.org or
email us directly at angela@supplychainasia.org.
Find us at
www.fb.com/scasia.org
groups/Supply Chain Asia
youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
App-SC Asia

www.supplychainasia.org
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App-SC Asia

Supporting Agency

Hear what our students have to say about SCOTP!
Regarding this course that I have attended during the three days, I have gained some knowledge about supply
chain. I also find that the course is interesting.
- Tan Soon Lee, Logistic Assistant, CEVA Logistics
The programme was very useful and I was able to learn and get a better knowledge on the
subject of supply chain operations. The trainer did a good job, and was very patient and made
the programme very interesting. It was a great experience for me and I look forward to more such traineeship
programmes.
- Fauzy Muhammad Syahwaludin, Project Specialist, CEVA Logistics
The first programme that I have went though is very fun and we get to know more about
supply chain and planning. I’m looking forward on the second lesson in MAY.
- Jeffrey Ng, Logistics Officer, CEVA Logistics
The first training session went really well. The course topics and modules are very relevant and effective. The
whole session was very interactive with 2 way discussions thus giving us the
excitement to learn. Most importantly, the Trainers are very effective. They make the training session very
exciting. I’m looking forward to the next session.
- Abdul Khaliq Marican, Warehouse Supervisor, Reebonz Pte Ltd
“This course has helped to open my eyes to the world of Supply Chain, which I thought was only limited to Logistics
and Transportation of goods. Using the game simulation to start the first day was a good
introduction and also helps me to get a feel of what this industry is doing. The main takeaway from this,
which we can use for our daily lives is: Good teamwork goes a long way!”
- Sin Sook Han, Procurement Officer, YCH Group
Being new to the supply chain industry,
SCOTP course has definitely expanded my
knowledge. What was taught in lecture is
applicable at work and definitely has value-add my
worthiness at work! The lessons are enriching,
“SCOTP is not text-booked
based which is great because having
discussions and solving real-life SCM helps
me to apply, understand and learn more
effectively! I’m looking forward to the next
class in May!”
- Charlyn Yap, Corporate Communications
Executive, YCH Group

fulfilling and engaging, not
a least bit of boredom!
Looking forward to the next lesson!

What I feel about the course thus far, is that
I am very much looking forward to

learning more about this
industry. There are so many different

- Angela Kwong,
Special Projects Executive,
Reebonz Pte Ltd

components and aspects in this industry that I want to
know and understand more, hoping that it will benefit
me. With a much better understanding and hoping
with the gained experience I will get, I hope to be
able to deliver results in my job and excel in it.
- Natasha Abdul Rashid,
Customer Service Officer, SDV Logistics
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Is Amazon Holding Technology Hostage?
When Amazon.com was acquiring Kiva Systems, the developer of an automated picking system, there was a widespread discussion in the
industry as to why the e-commerce giant would buy a supply chain technology provider - and what its post-acquisition strategies would be.
From the start, there have been many speculations about Amazon’s plans for Kiva. Was Amazon trying to lock up a valuable technology so
that competitors, such as Walmart.com, would not be able to deploy the Kiva system? Would Amazon allow the Kiva solution to be sold to
any other company? Would Amazon be installing Kiva onto all of its fulfillment centers?
While rumours and conjecture spread for a while around the materials handling industry, Amazon was almost completely silent on the
issue, even declining to answer questions from Wall Street analysts on its Kiva plans during subsequent quarterly earnings calls. In addition,
Kiva has stopped advertising and conducting other marketing activities, such as trade shows, and there was certainly no news of customers
outside of Amazon deploying the solution.
Is it fair however for Amazon to hold the technology hostage? If industry giants continue to monopolise technology in the name of M&A,
the customers will eventually be the biggest losers in this game.

Amazon Acquisitions and Investments (1998-2009)
Box Office Mojo*
Without A Box*

$55m

Next Card $22m

Internet Movie
Database
Bookpages
Telebook

Eziba $17m

OurHouse.com*

Accept.com
Alexa.com $645m
Exchange.com

CatalogCity.com
$5m

Junglee Corp $190m

Lexcycle Inc*
Joyo.com Limited*

Shopbop.com*

Greenlight.com $25m

Planet All.com $90m
Ashford.com $10m

Greg Manning
Auctions $5m

Egghead.com
$6.1m

Della.com $45m
Kozmo.com $60m
Back to Basics Live
Bid Tool Crib
$135m
Drugstore.com
$44m

Convergence Corporation*

Custom Flix*

Talk Market*
Shelfari*

SnapTell Inc*

AbeBooks*
Brillance Audio Inc*

BookSurge*

Engine
Yard Inc*
Yieldex*

Basis Technology*
Reflexive Entertainment Inc*

MindCorps Incorporation*
Geoworks*

Digital
Photography
Review*

Wikia Inc*

Mobipocket*

CDNow*

WeddingChannel.com

Foodista*

Animoto*

Gear.com*

Homegrocer
$42.5m

Audible.com
$300m

Zappos.com*
$920m

Elastra Corp*

Leep Technology Inc*
Pets.com
$58m

Source: Meet the Boss
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Year of Acquisitions or Investments
1998		
1999		
2000		
2001		

2002		
2004		
2005		
2006		

*Cost of acquisition or investment not disclosed

2007
2008
2009

Source: Frugal Dad
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Pressure is On to Take Climate
Change Action

Country
INDONESIA
GREECE
SPAIN
SINGAPORE
THAILAND
NORWAY
GERMANY
ARGENTINA
KOREA
AUSTRIA
CZECH REPUBLIC
NETHERLANDS
SWEDEN
COLOMBIA
MEXICO
HUNGARY
GROATIA

Coal
5.15
4.56
3.21
2.55
1.94
1.07
0.62
0.26
-

Oil
2.96
0.33
2.23
1.68
1.56
1.02
0.47
0.35
0.19
0.17

Gas
0.29
0.12
0.25
0.05
0.12
0.06
0.00
0.01
0.01
-

Total
5.15
4.56
3.25
3.21
3.0
2.48
1.99
1.8
1.56
1.08
1.07
0.62
0.47
0.36
0.26
0.2
0.17

Source: Carbon Tracker

Exxon Mobil, the world’s largest publicly-listed oil company in terms of production and refining capacity, has given into pressure from
activist shareholders to publish a Carbon Asset Risk report, which assesses the risk of its oil reserves becoming “stranded” by climate
change.
It is hard to downplay the significance of this move, both for Exxon Mobil and the fossil fuel industry as a whole. In the recent past, Exxon
Mobil has drawn criticism from scientists, science organisations and the environmental lobby for funding organisations critical of the
Kyoto Protocol and seeking to undermine public opinion about the scientific conclusion that global warming is caused by the burning of
fossil fuels. It is estimated to have channeled more than US$8m to 40 different organisations that have run climate change disinformation
campaigns.
With the need to put a price on carbon emissions absolutely central to global effort to avoid the worst potential effects of climate change,
Exxon Mobil’s move sets a precedent that, over time, other publicly-listed fossil fuel companies will find hard to ignore. The full market
impact is yet to be seen but it will certainly entail a mark down of fossil fuel reserves values over time, making coal, oil and gas companies
less attractive to investors.
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Playing the Waiting Game
In a recent UPS Pulse of the Online Shopper study, half of online shoppers say that an estimated or guaranteed delivery date is important
at check-out. Of online shoppers that have abandoned their carts due to estimated delivery time, 21 per cent indicated that no estimated
delivery was shown. With many purchases being time sensitive – even if that timing is not urgent – such cart abandonment is understandable.
Consumers prefer certainty to uncertainty.
Consumers, on the whole, are also willing to wait an average of approximately one week to receive their online purchases. While 40 per
cent of customers stated that they are not willing to wait more than five days for most of their purchases, 24 per cent said that they would
be willing to wait eight days or more. Men prefer to receive their packages somewhat faster than women and are more likely to abandon a
cart if shipping time is more than four days.
Many shoppers exhibited a willingness to make the trade-off of time savings for cost savings. Specifically, those consumers who value free
shipping are significantly more tolerant of longer shipping periods than those who do not value free shipping as strongly. Among those who
value free shipping most, only 15 per cent abandoned a cart because of an estimated delivery time of seven days or less. Compare that to
29 per cent for the rest of the online shopper population.

Days Willing to Wait for Most
Purchases

Source: UPS Pulse of the Online Shopper

“If I can get significant
savings but have to
wait a week of two
for an item, it may be
worthwhile to purchase
online.”

(n=3,043)

On average
consumers are willing
to wait 7.2 days to
receive their online
purchases.

Length of Time Resulting in
Abandonment
(n=1,273)

<=3 days, 3%
4 days, 2%
6 days, 1%

Next day
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2-3 days
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8 or more
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6-7 days
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5 days

%
21

10%

44%
of shoppers have

36%

7 days

10%

abandoned a cart due to
delivery time.
(n=3,043)

Shipping Options - Expected vs. Selected
(n=3,043)

Expected

Most often selected

5%
Economy ground

(5-7 day time in transit)

Ground

(3-4 day time in transit
for an additional fee)

2- or 3-day air

(for an additional fee)

>=8 days 53%

1%
Next-day air

(for an additional fee)

Consumers for whom computers, mobile devices and gaming devices are among the most frequently purchased categories
are most likely to select 2-,3-,or Next-Day Air.
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e-Commerce
NEWS BITES
In light of the recent exponential
rise in e-commerce activities over
the past decade, this section is
dedicated to keep our readers up
to date with the latest e-commerce
news.

Wal-Mart to launch e-commerce &
open wholesale stores in India

Can technology fix the returns problem
in fashion e-commerce?

• Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is launching
e-commerce operations and adding
wholesale stores in India to sell to small
businesses after shelving its hopes last
year to open retail stores in the country
• The world’s largest retailer by sales, plans
in the next four years to open between
40 and 50 additional wholesale stores in
India, on top of of its current 20
• India has been a longer-term goal for
Wal-Mart because of its vast number of
consumers

• Up to 40 per cent of fashion purchases
are returned
• One of the key problems is the absence
of a physical avenue for the customers to
fit the clothes before buying
• One example of a company trying to
solve the problem is PhiSix, a recent eBay
acquisition
• PhiSix lets customers fill out their waist
size, inseam, height, weight and body
build in order to select one of 20,000
mannequins to match the customer’s
shape
• The software is then able to display
tightness of the garment on a heatmap
and show the character in motion, e.g.
swinging a golf club

Completing the Digital Single Market
leads to extra revenue
• The European Parliament report about
the “Cost of Non-Europe” fully supports
e-commerce Europe’s call for elimination
of fragmentation in the European
e-commerce market
• In total, costs of the non-completion of
the European Single Market are around
€800bn per year
• If the Digital Single Market is fully
functional, this would add €260bn per
year to the European economy

Most insurers prefer not to pay out claims
We’re not most insurers

As a mutual insurer, our approach is different to that
of other insurers. Our unwavering support for our
customers includes looking to pay claims whenever
we can. And because we’ve pretty much seen it all
before, we can implement solutions quickly.
Because we don’t do anything else, we lead
the way in transport and logistics insurance.
www.ttclub.com
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This is what

,000 hours
55
product development
of

gets you...

The new Yale MR Reach Truck
• New chassis, mast design and operator compartment
• Best in class travel speed of 14km/h

• Industry first optional touch screen display
• Long service intervals

www.yaleforklift.asia
/Yaleasiapacific

@Yale_AP
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Indonesia 2014

Impact of Election Race on the Economy
Leading Up to the Year of Elections

The Anticipated Elections

n the middle of last year, Indonesia was part of the “fragile five” emerging economies with
large current-account deficits which were heavily impacted by the US Federal Reserve cutting
back on its stimulus programme and tapering its quantitative easing. This drove down global
dollar liquidity and heavily affected the stock markets of emerging markets due to their reliance
on external financing. As a result, the Indonesian rupiah depreciated by over 30 per cent and its
stock market tanked. This is already in addition to Indonesia’s high inflation rate, which could
potentially worsen with a weaker exchange rate and slow down economic activity.

It seems that 2014 is the year of elections,
with three of the world’s largest democracies
- Indonesia, India and Brazil - undergoing
national elections to determine the new heads
of state. These countries make up 25 per cent
of the world population and the elections will
be crucial in deciding the direction in which
these emerging markets will develop socioeconomically.

I

Surprisingly, Indonesia experienced an economic upswing despite the forecasted negative
impact of US QE tapering. Slow growth resulted in a reduction of its current-account deficit,
which was further helped by the lower currency making exporting to foreign markets cheaper
as well as raising the costs of imports. In December 2013, the country posted a trade surplus
of US$1.52bn, the highest it had been in two years. The government also sought to control
domestic demand by hiking the price of subsidised diesel and petrol, thus narrowing demand
and cutting down on the current 23 per cent of oil imports. At the end of 2013, Indonesia’s
GDP in Q4 rose up to 5.7 per cent. Yet, the implication of the fuel price hikes is that operating
costs across all businesses, particularly supply chain and manufacturing industries, will increase.

2-year performance of currency vs USD
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Indonesia started off 2014 on a relatively good
note, having weathered and gotten out of the
“fragile five” crisis with grace. However, the
past year has set the stage for some of the
key concerns that need to be addressed in
the upcoming elections, such as the currency
crisis and the fuel price hikes.
Here’s an electoral overview. Indonesia held
parliamentary elections on 9 April and will
conduct presidential elections on 9 July, with
190 million eligible voters in their population.
In the 12-party contest for seats in the
parliament, there are 235,637 legislative
candidates running for 19,699 positions at the
national, provincial, and district levels across
Indonesia. Experts forecast that four main
parties will dominate the race: the incumbent
Democrat Party (PD), the Golkar Party, the
Indonesian Democrat Party-Struggle (PDI-P)
and the Gerindra party. The official results will
be announced on 9 May.
Only parties that win 25 per cent of the
national vote in the parliamentary elections
or win 20 per cent of the seats in the
House of Representatives can field their
own presidential candidate. If unable to

reach the 25 per cent threshold, coalitions
between parties will have to be formed. Thus
far, there are three prevalent presidential
candidates to take note of: the governor of
Jakarta Joko Widodo (PDI-P), tycoon and
politician Aburizal Bakrie (Golkar) and former
Lt. General Prabowo Subianto (Gerindra).
Joko Widodo, also known and beloved by
the locals as Jokowi, is considered the top
runner for president. Polls carried out by Roy
Morgan International showed support for
Jokowi for the top job at a whopping 45 per
cent, followed by rivals Prabowo Subainto
and Aburizal Bakrie at 15 per cent and 11 per
cent respectively.
Jokowi’s appeal, also known as the “Jokowi
effect”, revolves around his portrayal of
an atypical politician who is resistant to
corruption. He is pragmatic and hands-on,
pushing through reforms that deal with local
issues such as the local business environment
and infrastructure in Solo and Jakarta. He
also has populist appeal, as shown after
he approved a 44 per cent rise in minimum
wage. Looking at the polls and rampant media
discussions, it is almost a forgone conclusion
that Jokowi would take over Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono as Indonesia’s new president as
predicted by Jakarta Centre for Strategic and
International Studies.

Polls carried out by Roy
Morgan International showed
support for Jokowi.

Impact of Elections on Economy
Indonesia’s central bank has revised its
forecast for the country’s GDP growth from
5.8 per cent - 6.2 per cent range to 5.5
per cent - 5.9 per cent range (Indonesia
Investments, March 2014). This continues
the trend of declining GDP growth over the
past years.
Firstly, foreign investment has slowed as
investors adopt a wait-and-see approach,
postponing investment plans due to the
uncertainty of the elections. Street level
protests against the fuel price hikes compelled
the incumbent government to announce
measures to be taken to prevent any escalation
of labour protests and other disturbances
from affecting business operations. The dayto-day of businesses should not be affected
by sudden protests, with moderate political
risks mediated by tighter government control.
On a positive note, electoral expenditure is
expected to reach US$1bn. However, the
expected economic boost has been revised
downwards as the forecasted increase in
household spending that typically occurs
during election years will ease as compared
to previous elections.
The infrastructure gap has always been
a barrier to foreign investors (The Jakarta
Globe, December 2013). Long transport
times and high logistics costs resulting from
inadequate infrastructure is a source of great
frustration and un-competitiveness, especially
for the manufacturing and supply chain
industries. Incumbent President Yudhoyono

Gross Domestic Product of Indonesia 2006-2013
GDP (in bn USD)

GDP (annual % change)

GDP per Capita (in USD)

2006

285.9

5.5

1,643

2007

364.6

6.3

1,923

2008

432.1

6.1

2,244

2009

510.2

4.6

2,345

2010

339.4

6.1

3,010

2011

706.6

6.5

3,540

2012

846.8

6.2

3,592

2013

878.0

5.8

-

has announced plans to develop more
road networks, bridges and ports to attract
investors. The government also recently
announced looser rules on foreign ownership,
allowing foreign ownership of airports and
seaports up to as much as 49 per cent.
This would allow foreign management to
implement best practices that can help
Indonesia’s strained transportation networks
and reduce supply chain bottlenecks
frequently faced throughout the country. By
targeting the land acquisition issue, setting
clear regulations and reducing bureaucratic
red tape, the infrastructure development
process will smoothen, leading to greater
investor confidence.
Another point of concern would be the new
government opting to push for populist policies
instead of much needed reforms. Already,
the ban on exportation of unprocessed
minerals (excluding copper and 66 exempted
companies) implemented in January this year
has generated a lot of outcry from the mining
industry. The ban heavily impacts global
mineral supply chains because Indonesia is
the world’s largest exporter of tin, nickel, and
thermal coal and controls the world’s largest
gold mine. The short-term pain of the ban thus
far is the lay-off of 3,000 local mining industry
workers (Indonesian Mineral Entrepreneurs
Association), erosion of Indonesia’s recent
trade surplus and lost revenue for the
government. However, enforcing the ban
would lead to economic stability in the
long-term; the domestic smelting industry
would be developed thus creating added
value to Indonesia’s mineral resources and
generating more jobs. Finance Minister Chatib
Basri defended that “the policy would lead
to a trade surplus in 2016-2017 once new
processing facilities become operational”.
Whether or not this will be strictly enforced
in the new government remains to be seen.

Some Parting Words
This would be an exciting year for Indonesia
as the elections will make waves in the
business climate. Looking towards the future,
Southeast Asia’s largest economy is still on
track to become the world’s seventh largest
economy by 2030. The new government
will inherit an economy that is in relatively
decent shape, and it would be up to these
successors to shape the country for the
better. They certainly have a few starting
points such as stamping out corruption and
improving infrastructure, which would be
much appreciated by both local and foreign
investors.

Sources: World Bank, Internatinal Monetary Fund (IMF) and Statistics Indonesia (BPS)
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A Costly Conversation?
Preventing a breach of Singapore’s Competition Act
Contributed by Sunil Rai, Rodyk & Davidson LLP

I

magine sitting down for drinks with some friends from other supply
chain firms. A friend shares some confidential information about
how a customer obtains competitive quotations from companies
like yours. The rest of the group decides to bid for business with
the customer and agrees to stagger the bids such that on different
occasions, each one’s company can procure sales from the customer.
You feel uncomfortable but you prefer to join your buddies as you do
not wish to offend any of them. Plus it may even benefit your position in
your company if you can procure further businesses from the customer.

Singapore’s Competition Act

Few months later, you received a notice from the Competition
Commission of Singapore (CCS) and they wish to interview you. They
mentioned the conversation you had with your friends and how certain
breaches of the Competition Act may have resulted from that seemingly
innocuous conversation.

a) Section 34 prohibition - the focus of this article and elaborated
below;
b) Section 47 prohibition on abuse of dominant position - this refers
to conduct by dominant firms that abuse their market power and
c) Section 54 prohibition on mergers and acquisitions that substantially
lessen competition with no offsetting efficiencies.

Good news - this is just a hypothetical scenario. Possible bad
news - someone you know (if not yourself) may be engaged in such
‘partnerships’ for mutual benefits.
Now, how do you know if your organisation could have committed
any act that may be a potential breach of the Competition Act? What
are the consequences? How do you take preventive measures?
This article seeks to suggest some actionable steps your company
may consider to prevent an infringement of a particular provision of
Singapore’s Competition Act.
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The Competition Act of Singapore was passed in 2004 with the
objective of promoting the efficient functioning of markets and
prohibiting anti-competitive activities that unduly prevent, restrict or
distort competition in Singapore.
There are three principal planks of the Competition Act for one to
consider:

A breach of the above provisions can result in a penalty of up to 10
per cent of the turnover of the business in Singapore for a maximum
of three years. Any anti-competitive agreement can also be deemed
to be void.

Note that the act of exchanging non-public
information (for example, the above conversation
during a social session) can be supportive evidence
to existence of such cartels, price-fixing or bidrigging arrangements.

CLICK&PICK®
UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR
E-FULFILMENT

FAST, SCALABLE AND ACCURATE
In today’s competitive world, retailers must be able to deliver the right orders to the right customers at the right time. Errors and delays in
order fulfilment can have lasting negative impacts on your brand, whilst maintaining high stock levels can tie up capital and limit flexibility.
As a full service partner of automated e-fulfilment solutions, Swisslog enables you to achieve the highest throughput at the lowest cost,
efficiently handle large SKU ranges and accurately meet delivery demands and requirements.
Warehouse Automation – Design, Develop and Deliver.
Email: wds.sea@swisslog.com

www.swisslog.com

Section 34 Of The Competition Act

So How Can Organisations Protect Themselves?

Section 34 generally provides that agreements between undertakings,
decisions by associations of undertakings or concerted practices which
have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of
competition within Singapore are prohibited.

This writer believes that any organisation should obtain management
commitment towards adopting competition compliance as part of
their risk assessment framework so as to implement procedures to
minimise risks of breach of the Competition Act. Such procedures can
then include the following:

Such agreements, decisions or concerted practices may, in particular,
have the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting
competition within Singapore if they, amongst others, —
a) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any other trading
conditions;
b) limit or control production, markets, technical development or
investment; or
c) share markets or sources of supply.
[The above prohibitions do not apply to vertical agreements and
agreements which have net economic benefits. There are also certain
exclusions from the above prohibitions i.e. on grounds of public policy
etc (set out in the Third Schedule of the Competition Act)].
It will also be an infringement of Section 34 if parties (or their
representatives) form a cartel to restrict competition by fixing prices,
rigging bids or controlling the production of products. Please note that
the act of exchanging non-public information (for example, the above
conversation during a social session) can be supportive evidence to
existence of such cartels, price-fixing or bid-rigging arrangements.

• Assessing the existing compliance programme(s) and determining
any gaps therein;
• Reviewing existing agreements and practices (especially in the
marketing, sales and procurement departments) to ensure no anticompetitive behaviour is being conducted;
• Incorporating statements in the organisation’s Human Resource
policies that employees are prohibited from behaviour that infringes
competition laws including any (verbal or written) agreement with
any competitor (or friend in the competitor firm) to fix sales or
purchase prices;
• Educating employees on such policies and to avoid any form of
communication with competitors on anti-competitive agreements
or matters relating to profitability, such as prices, pricing strategy,
allocation of markets or production quotas;
• Testing employees’ understanding of risks and consequences of
anti-competitive practices and if they know what to do when placed
in any anti-competitive situation. For example, in any discussion on
anti-competitive practices with any party from a competing firm,
employees should express firm objection and leave the discussion;
• Implementing a reporting channel if any anti-competitive practices
have been observed or suspected; and
• Obtaining legal help (or an objective view) on the review of
agreements, practices and formulation of a company’s compliance
or training programmes to prevent anti-competitive conduct.
In the event any organisation discovers any suspected anticompetitive agreement or activity by a member of the organisation,
it is recommended that legal advice be obtained. CCS could also
be informed for purposes of participating in its leniency programme.
CCS’s leniency programme incentivises undertakings involved in
cartels or anti-competitive behaviour to provide CCS with evidence
of such activities. The benefits for successful applicants would be
immunity from financial penalties or a reduction in the amount of the
financial penalty.
Conclusion
A competitive market balances the playing field for businesses of all
sizes and can spur businesses to be more innovative and responsive,
thereby becoming stronger over time. Competition can enhance an
organisation’s efficiency and productivity. In this case, it is hoped that
having a robust compliance culture embedded in the organisation’s
DNA can prevent that innocent conversation with a friend not becoming
overly costly due to a breach of the Competition Act.

About Sunil Rai
The author is a corporate lawyer with Rodyk & Davidson LLP. The above
is for general guidance only. Any views and suggestions expressed
above are solely of those of the author. The author can be contacted
at sunil.rai@rodyk.com.
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Paperless
System Speeds Up Trade
Contributed by APEC Single Window

I

n this digital age, APEC is centralising the export-import process using
a paperless system, significantly reducing the cost and time for goods
to travel across borders.

Through web-based TradeNet, importers in Singapore can electronically
submit one form that is automatically linked with all the relevant government
agencies managing import permits, certificates and fees. This information is
then shared with other parties involved such as banks, insurance companies
or immigration agencies.
Known widely as Single Window, this virtual system allows companies
to submit documents one time from anywhere. Gone are the myriad of
forms, long queues, and visits to multiple agencies, while goods are rotting
in warehouses.
APEC Single Window born in 2007
The idea of an APEC Single Window was born in 2007 to enable
governments to electronically process information, documents and fees
both faster and more accurately. Consumers and companies subsequently
benefit from faster clearance and release times, thus speeding up the supply
chain and facilitating trade.
“When APEC’s Sub-Committee on Customs Procedures (SCCP) adopted
the vision for Single Window in 2007, it identified two key stages,” said Ms
Hu Lan, Chair of the APEC Sub-Committee on Customs and Procedures,
who are meeting this week in Ningbo, China.
“The first one was to achieve Single Window systems within each APEC
member economy and the second one was to promote international
interoperability between Single Window systems and paperless trading
between these systems within APEC,” explained Ms Hu.
For several years, the SCCP’s Single Window Working Group, chaired
by Australia, advanced the Single Window vision within APEC. This was
helped by capacity-building workshops to bring economies up to speed on
implementing their own Single Window systems. The workshops provided
training from software coding to legal and regulatory best practices.
“In March 2011, APEC adopted a new Collective Action Plan for the
Development of Single Window systems and promotion of international
interoperability,” said Mr Toshihito Tomiyama, Deputy Director of International
Affairs for Japan’s Customs and Tariff Bureau and project overseer of APEC
Single Window capacity building projects.
“The goal is to develop Single Window systems within each APEC member
economy by 2020,” he added.
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By 2012, 14 APEC economies had adopted
various stages of the Single Window
system
Indonesia was one of the economies that
benefited from the APEC capacity building and
training projects.
Mr Yan Inderayana, Head of Administration
System Automation in Indonesia’s Directorate
General of Customs and Excise and a member
of the Indonesian Single Window preparation
team, said his economy has implemented the
Single Window system in five major ports.
“The Indonesian Single Window system
includes 18 government agencies for import
licenses and all government agencies related to
export licenses. The use of the Single Window
system is now mandatory for import and export
systems at these five ports,” he explained.
Peru also launched its Single Window for
Foreign Trade (VUCE) in 2010, electronically
streamlining permits, certificates, and licenses
across multiple agencies for entry and exit of
goods.
“In 2013, we launched two new components:
origin component and port component,” said
Francisco Ruiz Zamudio, Chief of the Trade
Facilitation Division at the Ministry of Foreign
Trade and Tourism, and President of the Single
Window Implementation Committee in Peru.
“The first one allows users to simplify
administrative procedures related to eligibility
and issuance of certificates of origin, which
can be used by producers and exporters. The
port component, on the other hand, includes
all the formalities required for the arrival, stay
and clearance of ships. These activities are all
now electronically processed.”
Already the economic benefits of Single
Window in the APEC region are starting
to be seen
According to the World Bank report Doing
Business 2012: Trading across Borders, the
Korea Customs Service estimates that the
introduction of its Single Window system
brought some US$18m in benefits in 2010.
“The Single Window system was first
introduced in Japan in 2003 with all stages
fully implemented by 2010,” said Mr Tomiyama.
“This has improved air cargo import processing
times by about half from 25.7 hours in 2001 to
only 13.4 hours in 2012.”
The results of this reduced cargo processing
time has brought benefits to the private sector.
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Ms Asa Larsson, Deutsche Post DHL’s
Senior Director of Corporate Public Policy
for Southeast Asia, said: “We commend the
actions…of APEC economies to implement
Single Windows in order to improve interagency coordination at the border.’’
“In those economies where a true Single
Window has been put in place, it has benefited
cargo clearance tremendously in terms of
efficiency and cost,” she added.
More economies are also coming on board
Mexico joined the Single Window system in
June 2012 with 11 government agencies and
two participating regulatory agencies. This
system will have increased functionality with
private sector operators, such as airports and
rail companies which will be included by the
end of 2014.
However, companies in Mexico are already
seeing the initial value.
“With the implementation of the Single Window,
documents like the Certificates of Origin that
are validated and issued by authorities are
easily obtained. Also foreign trade programmes
are authorised in a more expedite manner,” said
Mr Hector Herrera, Partner at PwC Mexico’s
Customs & International Trade division, who
supports clients with managing their customs
procedures in Mexico.
Chile is another APEC economy that is
currently in the process of launching the initial
stages of their Single Window system.
“In Chile, we are currently implementing the
export module. During 2014, the import
and transit module will be implemented as
well,” said Mr Joseph Nehme, the Ministry of
Finance’s Executive Secretary of the Chilean
Single Window project.
“The APEC Single Window workshops helped
us confirm that many of the best practices are
from advanced models in Asia,” he explained.
“Actually, one of the information technology
companies developing our system is originally
from Singapore with offices in Panama, so we
are looking at implementing best practices
from them.”

Challenges remain
Nonetheless, domestic interoperability within
economies still remains a hurdle. The many
different stakeholders involved makes it a
challenge to fully implement the Single Window
system across multiple government agencies.
In some economies, Ms Larsson explained, the
implementation of the Single Window still has
mixed results and requires further refinements.
“Often times, electronic procedures are
duplicated with manual mandatory procedures
and does not include all major government
agencies involved in cargo clearance,” she
added. “Fully automated and integrated
procedures, developed in consultation with
business, would ensure success of a Single
Window system.”
Moreover, rapidly changing technologies also
pose complications.
“By the time Single Window systems are
fully implemented in some economies, the
information technology systems they are built
on may have already become outdated,”
explained Mr Frank Debets, PwC’s Managing
Partner for Worldtrade Management Services.
“It is also a challenge for small and medium
sized companies (SMEs) to develop the
infrastructure and expertise necessary to use
the Single Window system. This creates a
barrier to entry,” Mr Debets added.
APEC continues to address some of these
challenges with more technical assistance
to help economies implement their Single
Window systems. In particular, APEC is also
tackling the next big step of interoperability
between APEC Single Window systems of
member economies. Ultimately, the goal is to
encourage non-members to adopt the system
in a bid to increase global trade even further.

About APEC
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
is the premier forum for facilitation economic
growth, cooperation, trade and investment in
the Asia-Pacific region.

According to the World Bank report Doing Business 2012:
Trading across Borders, the Korea Customs Service estimates
that the introduction of its Single Window system brought some
US$18m in benefits in 2010.

Competing in Today’s

Dynamic
Retail Market Place
Contributed by Scott Gillies, Director of Retail,
Asia-Pacific, Manhattan Associates

T

he retail landscape is undergoing a major transformation and retailers
that do not make fundamental changes will at best continue to lose
market share or worse will simply disappear. There is no question,
retailing is tough. Between frequent inventory turns, unpredictable weather,
viral styles, and flat-out duds, retailers are constantly walking the line
between having too much or too little inventory. All too often, stock can
end up being in the wrong place when there is a demand spike in one
location – and the supply chain cannot redirect the inventory to that location
quickly enough. Brick-and-mortar retailers do not have to stick with old
traditions, processes and systems. They can gain the necessary agility
they need to increase sales, margins and customer loyalty – by embracing
omni-channel retailing.
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The trend towards more online retailing and
omni-channel retailing varies considerably
across the different countries of the ASEAN
grouping. For example, in Malaysia, shoppers
here are becoming more digital savvy, and online
shopping is now considered ‘mainstream’.
In fact, recent research suggested that at
least 68 per cent of Malaysian consumers
would shop on their mobile devices. Indeed,
Malaysia’s rapid smartphone penetration – at
63 per cent in 2013 (compared to 47 per
cent in 2012) also motivated retailers to seek
alternative advertising channels, such as
leveraging Instant Messaging platforms. The
biggest challenge, however, for retailers is the
rising cost of living that has evidently affected
Malaysians’ purchasing power. The price hike
for foods, services and petrol is likely to affect
the growth of Malaysia’s retail industry.

To support such an approach, brick and mortar retailers need to re-assess the role of stores,
people and technology as they seek to fully embrace the omni-channel challenge. This includes:

1. Leveraging stores – stores and shop-floor staff offer the greatest competitive
advantage against online retailers. When executed correctly, retailers can create a
positive, seamless shopping experience every time a consumer enters the store. With
the right systems and with smart devices to provide comprehensive information about
competitive pricing, product availability and alternative products, the shop assistant
can become a critical asset in helping create an in-store experience that cannot be
replicated online.

This reduced purchasing power puts more
pressure on pure-play brick and mortar stores,
not just in Malaysia but in other countries
across the region, to transform the way they
engage with and sell to their customers to
remain successful. Instead of worrying about
this short-term setback, retailers should focus
on implementing strategies that will benefit
them in the long run. After all, price is not the
only factor keeping consumers from coming
back to the store. Products need to be
available to customers when they want them
and delivered wherever is most convenient.
We are now in an era of omni-channel retailing
which is making companies rethink retail from
the ground up. The digital and mobile revolution
has placed buying power in the hands of
the consumer in a way we have never seen
before. A commerce revolution is underway
and consumers are demanding a personalised
experience, wherever they are, however they
choose, from online to mobile to in-store,
adding increased pressure on retailers.
While many traditional pure-play brick and
mortar stores are slowly adopting omnichannel practices in hopes of competing with
both local and international online retailer; the
challenge is not just about competing with
Lazada, Rakuten, eBay or even Amazon.
Now, it is about retailers getting closer to their
customers, their preferences, their purchase
histories and their preferred point of commerce.

2. Visibility of the customer and their orders as well as
available inventory in a single view – success is about
building and turning relationships into revenue. You
cannot sell what you cannot see.

3. Breaking away from the siloed mind-set – retailers
can no longer think about the online and offline world
independently.

4. Investing in enabling technologies – the web front-end is only the beginning of
the story. Retailers have been preoccupied with creating great-looking websites and
customer-facing systems. But to be truly omnichannel, retailers need to be able to
execute the promises made on their websites. This is about solving the most complex
problem - optimising fulfilment and service excellence - and is where profits and losses
are counted.

Instead of worrying about this short-term
setback, retailers should focus on implementing
strategies that will benefit them in the long run.
After all, price is not the only factor keeping
consumers from coming back to the store.
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With pure-play online competitors capturing customers with lower
prices and wider assortments, omni-channel retailers must draw
on their strengths - the myriad customer touch-points at their
disposal - by leveraging their people and intelligent core infrastructure
technologies to enable omni-channel convergence. Only with this
core can they hope to bring together all the tools at their disposal
and excel in servicing the customer and creating an unparalleled
shopping experience.

Ah y, Maritime!
T

he role of maritime players within the context of
the wider supply chain industry is unquestionably
critical. Sea freight is one of the more preferred
modes of transportation for raw materials and finished
goods (up to 95 per cent of all manufactured goods)
due to its affordability and speed.
With Asia being the key engine behind global trade
growth, the sea freight industry is forecasted to receive
a significant boost in this region. The IHS World Trade
Service (June 2013) predicts that Far East-Europe
seaborne containerised trade will grow at 4.6 per
cent per annum from 2014 to 2016, while Intra-Asia
seaborne containerised trade is expected to grow at
5.8 per cent per annum in the same period. As a result,
Asia’s share of global seaborne trade is expected to
increase to more than 40 per cent in the years ahead.
Despite this rosy picture, cracks are evident in the
sea freight sector. According to AlixPartners’ 2014
Container Shipping Outlook, the industry as a whole
remains burdened with a growing mountain of debt

amid continued market turbulence. Although the
container shipping industry has for decades been
subject to a vicious cycle of mismatches in supply
and demand, this time the cycle has been different:
there has been no sustained period of recovery for
the carriers to rebuild their finances. The impacts of
this prolonged financial stress appear to be further
aggravated by the high levels of investment required
to keep pace with the largest carriers’ order books.
A massive (and complex) sector like the maritime
industry deserves a similarly massive coverage.
It is important that as supply chain players, we
understand the latest news related to the sector,
upcoming challenges, and the implications of certain
happenings. For this special feature on the maritime
sector, Supply Chain Asia will explore some of the
important trends that are making waves in this roaring
industry.

China Still Tops… At Least, in Container
Shipping
While the outlook for China’s traditional economic
growth drivers, such as heavy industry and real estate
construction, is uncertain, China remains one of the
most important container base in the world with
the fastest-growing shipping companies in terms of
supply.
According to a detailed report by ResearchMoz.us,
there are 11 ports with the container throughput
capacity of over 5 million TEU in China in 2013,
including the top ten coastal ports and Suzhou Port.
The container throughput capacity of Yingkou Port
reached 5 million TEU for the first time during that year.
There are seven ports with the throughput capacity of
over 10 million TEU among the top ten ports in China,
including Shanghai Port, Shenzhen Port, NingboZhoushan Port, Qingdao Port, Guangzhou Port, Tianjin
Port and Dalian Port. The number was just six in 2012.
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China leads in the global industry chain of containers with the
fastest-growing container ports. The port, which is approximately the
size of 470 football pitches, is located at the mouth of the Yangtze
River covering an area of 3,619km².
Shanghai Port remains the busiest port in the world, with the throughput capacity
of 33.617 million TEU in 2013. China leads in the global industry chain of containers
with the fastest-growing container ports. The port, which is approximately the size of
470 football pitches, is located at the mouth of the Yangtze River covering an area
of 3,619km².
According to Shanghai Urban Construction and Communications Commission,
Shanghai is also accelerating the implementation of shipping-related policies under
the new pilot free trade zone and studying the launch of the trading of freight index
derivatives.
Such successes and innovative policies further stamped China’s dominance in the
sea freight trade in Asia, and will continue to do so well into the future. However,
with analysts continuing to forecast weakening growth for China’s economic outlook,
industry players need to be on their toes. Any future significant dip in throughput
capacity may lead to policies being called off and lowered investment for port upgrading
and infrastructure.

Top 10 Container Ports
Rank

Port, Country

Volume 2012
(Million TEUs)

Volume 2011
(Million TEUs)

1

Shanghai, China

32.53

31.74

2

Singapore, Singapore

31.65

29.94

3

Hong Kong, China

23.10

24.38

4

Shenzhen, China

22.94

22.57

5

Busan, South Korea

17.04

16.18

6

Ningbo-Zhoushan, China

16.83

14.72

7

Guangzhou Harbour, China

14.74

14.42

8

Qingdao, China

14.50

13.02

Jebel Ali, Dubai, United Arab Emirates 13.30

13.00

9
10

Tianjin, China

Source: World Shipping Council
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12.30

11.59

An Era of Consolidation
Although the global container-fleet
capacity rose by less than six per cent
since 2012, an increasing amount of
investment has been dedicated to
mega-vessels. Larger vessels seek to
optimise on fuel efficiency and other scale
economies, theoretically driving slot costs
down. Maersk Line has launched the
largest-yet container vessel—the Triple-E
class—and many other lines have acted
quickly to follow suit, launching their
own giants.
However, slot cost benefits are dependent
on high utilisation, and some lines are
simply excluded from such investment
because they hold inadequate market
share in the Asia-Europe trades that such
mega-vessels will be constrained to—at
least for now.
This is where consolidation comes into
play, although big mergers are a rare
game plan in the container shipping
industry.
The G6 alliance was formed at the end
of 2011 to bring members of the New
World Alliance and the Grand Alliance
together in the Asia-Europe trades, thus
securing 20 per cent of the market. That
alliance was recently extended to certain
transpacific trades this year, and now
provides 30 per cent of capacity between
the Far East and the US Gulf Coast.
Another planned consolidation, the P3
alliance—formed by Denmark’s A.P.
Moeller-Maersk’s Maersk Line, Swissbased Mediterranean Shipping Company,
and France’s CMA CGM—will unite the
three largest lines across the three EastWest trades: Asia-Europe, Transpacific,
and Transatlantic. If approved, capacity
will be shared by the lines, which together
currently capture 45 per cent AsiaEurope and 19 per cent transpacific
market share. The alliance will allow the
three shipping lines to cut costs by using

each other’s ships and port facilities. It will
also play on each shipper’s geographic
strengths to move cargo faster and more
cheaply. Analysts at Macquarie Research
estimate Maersk Line alone is expected
to cut its costs by $1bn annually along
the Asia-to-Europe trade route because
of the new network’s efficiencies.
The partnership will also have the world’s
biggest, most-efficient vessels at its
disposal. Maersk Line recently spent
$3.7bn ordering 20 “Triple-Es,” ships with
the capacity to carry 18,000 containers.
The giant ships; consume 35 per cent
less fuel on average compared to other
ships in the company’s current fleet.
These alliances will likely present
additional challenges to shipping lines
left out in the cold. But capacity in fewer
hands has led to the evolution of creative
capacity-management techniques.
Through slow steaming, vessels are
trying to save bunker fuel, which is the
largest component of a carrier’s operating
cost structure; and lines are quick to skip
sailings and pull services when presented
with a savings opportunity.

High Sea Piracy
Southeast Asian waters experience more
pirate attacks than anywhere else in the
world, with the Malacca Strait seen as a
paradise for seafaring bandits. An aquatic
highway flowing between Malaysia and
Indonesia, each coast offers a maze
of hidden inlets and coves that favour
pirates’ stealth vessels over slow, hulking
ships. This narrow route is used by
one-third of the world’s shipping trade.
That is 50,000 ships per year — ferrying
everything from Nike shoes to half the
planet’s oil exports.
Attacks and attempted attacks in the
waters of Indonesia — which controls
much of the Malacca Strait and its
environs — totaled 107 last year. That is
a 700 per cent increase in just five years
When analysing these numbers, it is
important to distinguish between the
different degrees of piracy. On the
lighter end of the spectrum are the seafaring hooligans who conduct minor
attacks on heavily trafficked coastal

waters. They favour the kinds of lanes
where thousands of ships cruise – and
drop anchor – between Indonesia and
Malaysia, or in the South China Sea.
These pirates usually attack as thieves in
the night while ships are anchored and
most crew members asleep.
On the other end of the spectrum, there
is the more sophisticated brand of
piracy carried out by large-scale, wellcoordinated global crime organisations.
In such attacks, cargo worth millions of
dollars is routinely stolen. For example, oil
tanker, Petro Ranger, was robbed of $3m
worth of fuel en route from Singapore to
Vietnam.
While international support helps to curb
the piracy attacks, there is still little that
the men on the ships can do in the event
of an attack. In fact, crew members are
expressly trained to simply meet pirates’
demands without a fight. Many captains
forbid their crew from keeping weapons
on board, as they have found that the
pirates usually have them outgunned.

Ship Shape

Share of container capacity each
member of the P3 Alliance will
contribute
Mediterranean Shipping Co.

34%

CMA CGM

24%

A.P. Moller-Maersk’s
Maersk Line

34%

Source: Alphaliner Top 100 as of June 18, 2013; carrier announcement

Source: The Wall Street Journal
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Director of Singapore
Maritime Academy

Singapore Maritime in Full
Swing
Despite being outmuscled in terms
of size when it comes to its Asian
counterparts, Singapore continues to
do well in the maritime sector, with
government support for the industry to
be ramped up to full speed.
After all, Singapore has one of the
busiest ports in the world. As of end
December last year, the annual vessel
arrival tonnage to Singapore reached
73.6 million gross tonnes, making the
country one of the top ten ship registries
globally.
At the recent 13th Asia Pacific Maritime
event held from 19 – 21 March, Mrs
Josephine Teo, Senior Minister of State
for Finance and Transport, mentioned
that Singapore intends to serve as a
gateway to Asia. As a key maritime
nation in the heart of Asia, and home to
a leading hub port, the country provides
an optimal location for businesses to tap
on Asia’s growth opportunities.

The Academy for Mariners
But a bountiful of opportunities can
be easily missed if the industry is not
managed by a reliable and competent
workforce. This is where the Singapore
Maritime Academy (SMA) comes in.
Since its formation in 2000, SMA, which
is a part of Singapore Polytechnic (SP),
has been making waves in the three
areas of maritime education and training
– navigation, marine engineering, and
maritime transportation management.
SMA is widely regarded to be on the
forefront of maritime education and
training with a focus on the international
development of youth.
With over 60 highly qualified teaching
staff who were once ships’ captains or
chief engineers holding graduate degrees
in specialised fields, the academy aims
for high quality education to be delivered
by passionate members of the industry.
Not many can express the passion for
the industry more than Mr Roland Tan,
Director of SMA. Joining the Sea Cadet
Corps when he was in Secondary 1

ignited his love for maritime, and when
he was 16, he was given the chance to
be away at sea for six weeks with Ben
Line Steamers as part of a Sea Training
Scholarship. He has not looked back
since.
“I actually became homesick after 12
days because I was such a homely boy.
But that did not deter me from the sea,
and I embarked on my maritime career
as soon as I was done with my National
Service,” said Mr Tan.

• Student Work Attachment: Each
year, SMA hosts students from a
secondary school to spend at least
three full days with SMA as part of
a joint Work Attachment Programme
between their school and SMA. They
will experience the various activities that
happen daily at the SMA workshops,
simulators and the waterfront training
centre at Poly Marina. This serves as
an eye opener to the maritime industry
as they interact closely with staff during
those few days.

Switching to the education industry did
little to extinguish his passion for the
maritime sector. During an interview with
Supply Chain Asia, Mr Tan shares with
team SMA’s innovative ways to attract
new talent and develop the industry
workforce of tomorrow.

• Scholarships: SMA collaborates
with Maritime Port and Authority of
Singapore (MPA), Singapore Maritime
Foundation (SMF) and industries to
offer a variety of scholarships for its
full-time diploma courses and further
education at universities.

Luring the Cream of the Crop
SMA at the Singapore Polytechnic is
actively promoting seafaring careers
through various outreach events and
initiatives. In addition to the typical career
talks and exhibitions, SMA also conducts
the following events:
• Maritime Youth Day (MYD): SMA and
the Singapore Maritime Foundation
(SMF) jointly organised the Inaugural
Maritime Youth Day on 1 Dec 2010
in conjunction with the Year of The
Seafarer. The one-day event was
supported by the National Cadet
Corps (NCC) and MPA, and it reached
out to 160 NCC officer cadets from
more than 50 secondary schools. The
programme for the event included
team-building challenges at Pulau
Hantu. The annual event is scheduled
for June this year to coincide with the
Day of the Seafarer as designated by
the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO).

Up to five SMA-MaritimeONE
Scholarships valued at S$10,000 each,
are offered yearly to good students
with outstanding CCA records who
are successfully enrolled into any of the
three full-time diploma programmes.
The Tripartite Maritime Scholarship
Scheme (TMSS) is also sponsored
by the MPA, unions and shipping
companies. The scholarship offers a
sponsorship of up to S$50,000, and
is exclusively offered to Diploma in
Nautical Studies (DNS) or Diploma in
Marine Engineering (DMR) students.
The MPA Sponsorship scheme is open
to all students in the full-time diploma
courses in SMA. The sponsorship
covers tuition fees and other expenses,
and students are required to join MPA
upon graduation. SMA top students
are also often offered attractive
sponsorship packages by shipping
companies.
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Counting on Simulators

A Bright Horizon

The Integrated Simulation Centre (ISC)
was jointly set up by the Maritime &
Port Authority (MPA) and SMA to further
enhance the quality and efficiency of
maritime training conducted in Singapore
through simulators. It is the official venue
for MPA examinations on topics related
to maritime simulations.

With the whole industry going at high
speed to succeed, SMA remains
determined to develop an adequate
number of workforce for the industry.

ISC simulators offer different realistic
scenarios for training of ship officers and
crew in a risk-free environment. Students
will experience first-hand state-of-theart technology employed for seafarers’
trainings and shipping operations via
sessions on the Navigation Bridges and
the Engine Room Simulators. Other
advanced facilities, such as the Dynamic
Positioning Simulation Laboratory and
the Liquid Cargo Handling Simulators
housed within the ISC, also add to the
range of maritime training capabilities
it offers. Although developed primarily
for the training of shipboard personnel,
the ISC is also capable of conducting
marine research and development for
port planning.
In 2013, SMA has taken a breakthrough
decision in dismantling the existing four
FMSS and replacing them with five new
DNV Class A FMSS. The five new FMSS
bridges have been improved upon the
academy’s previous system in additional
ways, including specially designed
and customised navigation equipment
consoles, to give maximum ergonomics
advantages and a modern look. With
the new compact and sleek outlook,
SMA’s FMSS offers the students a more
spacious and real-life shipboard reality as
possible, it ensures that the students are
well prepared to enter the industry and
enforces SMA’s commitment in providing
maritime training at the highest level.

“SMA is constantly building up on its
capacity and capability planning. When
we see a gap in the maritime landscape,
we work towards meeting that demand.
For example, SMA is currently working
on a proposal for a new course for the
Marine Electro-Technical Officer, which
was brought to our attention via feedback
from the industry that there was a lack
for such qualified personnel on board,”
Mr Tan explained.

TMSS offers
a sponsorship of up to
S$50,000, and is exclusively
offered to Diploma in Nautical
Studies (DNS) or Diploma in
Marine Engineering (DMR)
students.

If academies, such as SMA, continue to
meet the industry’s demand, there is no
reason why Singapore cannot continue
to achieve success well into the future.

A Testimonial from SMA Graduate
Muhamad Fairuz Asgar
Diploma of Marine Engineering (2002 – 2005 intake)
Currently taking a specialised course in SMA, Certificate of
Competency Class 1 & 2 Combined Marine Engineer Officer
“SMA has prepared me very well for my career as a marine engineering officer
through adequate trainings by dedicated and experienced lecturers. SMA is
equipped with proper training facilities such as workshops, laboratories and
simulators to prepare the students with relevant skills and knowledge to begin
their career in the maritime industries.
My favourite part during the three-year learning experience in SMA is the
Simulator facility. The facility simulates a ship propulsion plant, which is very
similar to actual working experience onboard ship. It provides a good working
experience especially for students who have never been onboard a ship.”
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Asia-Pacific, Diageo
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Lavishing Quality Pints
for the Rising Asian Market

G

uinness, Johnnie Walker, Smirnoff, and Baileys – these are not just the top alcohol brands in the world, but they are also
managed by Diageo, a leading international spirits company in Asia-Pacific. With over 30 per cent market share, Diageo strives
on being a global player in the beverage industry, and looks at its access to Asia-Pacific to leverage on the regional growth.

At the helm of the supply chain network is Ms Joy Rice, Regional Supply Chain Support Director, Asia-Pacific, Diageo.
With a strong focus on the rising middle class in Asia, Ms Rice shares with the Supply Chain Asia team Diageo’s plans for the
region, and upcoming challenges of its discerning target audience.

It has been roughly a year since
your appointment to head the
Asia-Pacific region for Diageo.
Can you share with our readers
the highlights of your first year
in your current role?

Diageo Asia-Pacific business
includes Korea, Japan, Australia,
China, India, and Southeast
Asia. Which market currently
represents the best opportunities
for Diageo?

The past year has been marked by
exciting changes - taking up a new role,
leading a new team and relocating to
Singapore. The journey of growing the
business in one of the most dynamic
regions in the world has been extremely
rewarding. One of the highlights was
opening the Asia Pacific Technical Centre
in Singapore, an important milestone in
Diageo’s growth strategy, reflecting our
investment in developing our regional
capabilities.

We currently do business in 17 Asia
Pacific markets and are proud to be the
No.1 international spirits company with a
29 per cent market share.

I have had the privilege of sharing
Diageo’s best practices at prestigious
supply chain conferences in the region,
advocating the need for supply chains to
have ‘an equal seat at the table’ in order
to deliver a competitive advantage for
their businesses. I am proud that we have
continuously strived to create a greener
and more sustainable supply chain.
In January, we signed a commitment
letter with Green Freight Asia (GFA),
pledging our support to collaborate with
green manufacturers, carriers, thirdparty logistics providers and industry
associations across the region.
We have already achieved three out
of our five ambitious 2015 sustainable
manufacturing targets, namely; reducing
the polluting power of wastewater by 60
per cent, eliminating waste to landfill and
reducing waste water at water-stressed
sites. We are on our way to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions by 50 per cent
(currently reduced by 35 per cent) and
improving our water efficiency by 30 per
cent (currently improved by 19 per cent).
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The large and diverse markets of India,
China and Southeast Asia are key to
our strategy to capture the luxury and
emerging middle class opportunities. The
number of Legal Drinking Age consumers
is increasing by 57 million each year,
mostly in China and India. Asia Pacific
also has the world’s highest concentration
of high net worth individuals, with a
substantial portion of this demographic
hailing from these markets.
Our recent partnerships in China (Shui
Jing Fang) and India (United Spirits
Limited) are testament to this.

What are the important factors
to consider when packaging and
delivering high-end alcohol brand
products over long distances?
Quality and timeliness are the most
important considerations when
packaging and delivering our high-end
products. This is why we established
Super Premium Finishing Centres,
Finishing & Distribution Centres and
the Asia-Pacific Technical Centre in the
region, to enable us to conduct rigorous
quality tests (including climate chambers)
and provide a faster response to regional
markets. The Technical Centre boasts
specialised processes that can evaluate
the complex, multi-part packaging typical
of limited edition or super premium
products. Super Premium Finishing
Centres allow us to assemble small batch
orders of our luxury products with agility.

Singapore has recently
announced plans to increase
alcohol taxes. Does this ruling
have any effect on Diageo’s
business here?
We respect the role of the government
in setting alcohol tax policies. We cannot
prescribe what our customers will do
in determining the final retail price to
consumers. More importantly, we are
fully committed to tackling harmful
drinking and look forward to continuing to
engage with the government on initiatives
and strategies to promote responsible
drinking.

What are the biggest challenges
do you feel Diageo faces in this
region?
The Asia-Pacific FMCG landscape is
a varied and volatile terrain. Audience
segments are increasingly granular with
the region now home to the world’s
highest concentration of high net
worth individuals at one end of the
spectrum, and the emerging middle
class demographic in the fast-growing
economies of India, China and Vietnam
at the other end. This makes it even
more imperative that our supply chain
functions efficiently and responsively. In
Asia-Pacific, we must navigate different
languages, cultures, consumer profiles,
varying levels of infrastructure and
technology, complex duties, labelling
and regulatory procedures of the different
markets. All of these lead to the need for
an agile and flexible supply chain, market
understanding and ongoing investment
to meet the fast-paced demands of the
region.

Diageo is already the world’s
largest spirits maker. What is next
for the company in the next few
years, specifically in this region?
Is there a plan to focus on an
untapped market here?

Diageo has recently announced
a £5m programme in Scotland
for traineeship courses. Do you
see similar programmes being
extended to Asia-Pacific in the
future?

A leader must be equipped with
a set of competences necessary
to perform his/her role. Which
one would you say is the most
important ability a leader should
have?

The emerging Asian middle class will
continue to be a priority on Diageo’s
growth agenda. The number of emerging
middle class consumers will double to
two billion by 2020 and spending in Asia
Pacific will almost double to US$16tr,
accounting for 75 per cent of the increase
globally during the same period.

There are no immediate plans to replicate
the programmes in APAC but our talent
development agenda is constantly
evolving as we regularly evaluate and
improve our programmes to best benefit
the long term professional and personal
development of our employees.

With over 20 years of experience working
in major MNCs, I have been fortunate
to work with some great leaders, who
have taught me a lot about managing,
motivating, influencing and inspiring.
It is important to make leadership a
part of your life, bolstered by values
learnt through your own experiences.
Ultimately you need to start thinking
like a leader, inspire others to succeed
and motivate them to think differently to
enable change. It is important to keep
learning and to leverage and sustain your
relationships.

This makes Asia-Pacific a very important
market for us. It is our ambition to make
emerging markets a key driver for our
global business and we are aiming for
Asia to account for a significant portion
of this.

Diageo prides itself in highquality employee management.
How do you reward excellent
performance for your team?
Employee engagement is a key pillar
supporting our ambition to create the
best performing, most trusted and
respected consumer products company
in the world.

How do you start your ordinary
day?
I am an early riser; I start my day by
working through emails to firm up the
day’s agenda and to get up to speed
with our teams across the region. While
traveling to work, I make use of the
time to find out what’s happening in the
other markets, and to catch up on what
our colleagues across the globe have
achieved whilst we’ve all been asleep. I
arrive in the office fully briefed, invigorated
and ready for the day ahead.

We have several recognition programs
in place across the region. For example,
we have a programme called the LEAP
(Leadership Excellence in Asia Pacific)
Awards to encourage employees to
nominate their colleagues, who they feel
have made a difference to the business,
for a cash prize.
These inspirational case studies are
profiled in our in-market and regional
internal communications.
Diageo Global awards such as the
Perfect Plant Awards and the Zero Harm
Awards recognise the best in operational
excellence and safety standards at our
manufacturing plants.

It is important to make
leadership a part of your
life, bolstered by values
learnt through your
own experiences.
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Asia, the Hub of Innovation
With numerous leading brands across categories and price points, Diageo owns six of the world’s top 20 spirit brands by retail
sales, making it the leading premium spirits business in the world by volume, net sales and operating profit.
Innovation is central to the long term strategy and makes significant contributions to Diageo’s net sales and operating profit growth by
focusing on building a pipeline for the future, as well as sustaining past launches to drive long term value across the brand portfolio.
Asia-Pacific is home to Diageo’s bourgeoning emerging middle class population and the world’s highest concentration of high net
worth individuals – two audience segments that lead the business’ growth agenda and call for a differentiated strategy to address
fast-evolving preferences and a growing desire for unique, personalised experiences.
To support the innovation agenda, we set up a network of support facilities in the region that allows us to respond quickly to market
demand, uphold the exacting standards of quality our products are known for and collaborate closer and better with customers.
In Singapore and Shanghai, we established Super Premium Finishing Centres and Distribution & Finishing Centres to keep our
products closer to regional markets and serve as dedicated resources to assemble many of our limited edition, high-value products
that have complex packaging and decoration requirements. For example, the John Walker & Sons Odyssey comprised more
than 80 components and many of our Chinese New Year editions feature intricate designs that are engraved by specially trained
luxury craftsmen.
Our Asia-Pacific Technical Centre in Singapore leads on the brand change projects in the region and enhances Diageo’s quality
standards and commercialisation capability. Liquid projects include new flavour variant development (e.g. Smirnoff Melon for
Thailand) and packaging projects take the form of rigorous tests to safeguard quality and ultimately, consumer satisfaction.
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www.pwccustoms.com

Customs tariff
classification

Don’t try this at home

When any product is imported or exported, customs regulations require it to be allocated a tariff
number, usually a code of up to 14 alpha-numerical characters. The first six are fairly consistent
around the world, the remainder vary by country.
The tariff number determines not only import or export taxes and eligibility for Free Trade
Agreement benefits or duty exemptions, but also triggers a range of possible non-tariff barriers,
such as inspections, licence requirements, quota restrictions, trade embargoes and permanent
establishment conditions.
Even though there are thousands of specific tariff codes available, many SKUs do not easily or
automatically fit the descriptions for those codes. Picking the right number requires time and
expertise, and creates costs and risks for your business.
Why not reach out to our dedicated Customs Classification Centre, which has classified over
1.5 million products, supported them in the light of customs audits, assisted with numerous
ruling applications, and achieved significant duty savings and refunds. Be it a full scale global
classification review, “help desk” classification support, or specific country classification, our
expert team with its state of the art toolsets can help you reduce both those costs and risks.
To discover how we can help you, please visit us at www.pwccustoms.com or email
customs.enquiries.sg@sg.pwc.com
© 2014 PricewaterhouseCoopers WMS Pte Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Supply Chain Asia Forum
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get 25% off!
Early Bird 2-Day Full Conference Pass:
Members: S$850.65

S$636.65

Non-Members: S$1,064.65 S$850.65
* Early bird specials are valid from 1 May 2014 - 30 June 2014.
Prices and dates are subjected to change without prior notice. Limited slots available.
Prices are inclusive of 7% GST.

About Supply Chain Asia Forum
Since its inception in 2006 in Bangkok, Supply Chain Asia Forum (SCAF) has steadily
grown over the years to be the leading Forum in the logistics and supply chain industry
for its signature format consisting of Industry Site Visit, Panel Sessions fronted by key
industry leaders, Networking Cocktail Night and Technical Tracks.
Fast forward to 2014, this year marks SCAF’s 10th anniversary of providing this excellent
platform for the community. In addition to maintaining its trademark format,
this year will see the return of the AP-SCMC.

2 -4 September 2014,
Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel,
Singapore

SECURE YOUR SEAT!
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Carving a Niche in a Competitive Environment

I

t is never easy when you are competing
against global market players who
are exponential in size in terms of
warehousing, extensive in its integrated
service offerings as well aggressive in
marketing and development. Yet, in such
competitive environment, one company
manages to constantly create a niche and
build its presence.
Menlo Worldwide Logistics understands
the importance of competing through
its strength by localising its solutions to
the countries that they are strong in. By
establishing country focused warehouse
operations, it will not only shorten leadtime to accommodate the demands
of new customers in the region, but
also strengthen the perception of the
company as a growing industry player.
Supply Chain Asia interviewed Mr
Desmond Chan, Managing Director
for South Asia, Menlo Worldwide
Logistics as he shared his views on
Menlo’s Lean practices, management
style, and the company’s immense
physical growth in the region.

3PL competition is certainly
getting more intense in Asia.
How is Menlo coping with the
competition and how would you
differentiate Menlo’s services
from the rest of your competitors?
We do not see competition becoming
more intense Asia. What we have
observed is that demand for 3PL services
continues to be on the rise in tandem with
Asia’s economic growth. The market is
very fragmented and will continue to be
so in the near future. In my opinion as
well, a dominant player is practically nonexistent in the market or in any industry
sector. There are opportunities available
for everyone here.
I also prefer to use the word “distinguishes”
rather “differentiate” when it comes to
setting ourselves apart from others.
Menlo “distinguishes” itself by being more
personalised, responsive and sensitive
to customers and their evolving needs.
Our culture emphasises Lean practices
and continuous improvement by focusing
on the voice of our customers. In the
past six years, Menlo, through our Lean

methodologies, have delivered US$43m
in savings to our customers. Our Lean
journey is taking our operations to World
Class level.

What is the significant difference
between the needs of customers
in South Asia versus North Asia?
While the logistics infrastructure in South
East and South Asia is less developed
when compared to major metro areas
in North Asia, both regions continue to
enjoy growth. Although this translates
to a consistent and urgent need for
logistics services by the customers, the
reality of providing 3PL services quickly is
challenging because it takes time to set
up warehouse operations, as well as to
recruit and train staff.
Menlo South Asia has added more
than a million square feet of warehouse
operations over the last two years in
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Australia
and India. We are increasing our capacity
to meet customer growth and expanding
ahead of demand to reduce the leadtime for set-up. In 2007, we acquired
Cougar Holdings, and Chic Holdings.
Singapore-based Cougar enlarged
Menlo’s operational scope in South
East Asia, while Shanghai-based Chic
significantly expanded Menlo’s presence
in China.
After the acquisitions, we now have a
total of 4.2 million square feet in South
Asia, and 1 million square feet in North
Asia.

How will the upcoming ASEAN
Economic Committee (AEC)
2015 affect Menlo’s operation
strategies in the region?
Conventional wisdom dictates that
AEC 2015 will only lead to more trade,
more services, and ultimately excellent
prospects for 3PLs operating in the
region. Countries, such as Indonesia
and the Philippines, will see rising middle
income demanding more goods and
better services, while Singapore will
continue to deepen its position as a
regional hub. Malaysia, Thailand and the
rest of ASEAN countries will also benefit
from AEC 2015 and grow.

Menlo’s operating strategy is to invest
ahead of demand. We will enter new
markets that we have not penetrated,
while deepening and strengthening our
presence and offerings in the countries
we are already established in. For
example, we have started to set-up an
office in Indonesia, a new market we have
yet to explore. In the months to come,
we will continue to reveal our upcoming
investment and commitment in ASEAN
countries and the South Asia region.
While our trucking front is strong in the
US, there are currently no concrete plans
to establish a trucking route in ASEAN.
Asia is such a fragmented market, and a
majority of the infrastructure is currently
still in the developing phase.

How important is adoption of
technology & innovation for
Menlo in South Asia region?
In every operation, we have a core
warehouse management system. In
the US, we are extremely well trained in
using Oracle transportation management
system. It is cost-efficient, but it is a
complicated system. We are now using
this sophisticated system in Singapore,
and will expand it to Malaysia and
Thailand. This is a service that we provide
to our customers.

Can you share with us Menlo’s
management style with regard to
recruitment, retention, and career
advancement for your team?
It is very important for me to hire
individuals that not only have the right
skillsets, but also the right attitude.
Our employees must adopt a culture of
continuous improvement, which is what
distinguishes Menlo with our customers.
At the same time, we also sponsor
degree and diploma courses to bolster
the pool of talents and inject recognition
to our industry.
At Menlo, we provide an attractive
environment for our staff to grow,
excel and contribute. In addition, we
are competitive in our compensation
programme, thus retention is not an
issue for us.
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With the region achieving double-digit
growth over the past five years, Menlo
aims to grow in tandem with the region.
Through our success, we believe we
provide an enticing career advancement
path with increased opportunities and
challenges.

It has been more than three years
since your appointment as MD
for South Asia at Menlo. If you
had to choose one, what would
you consider to be your biggest
achievement as an MD?
The biggest achievement for me is
helping my leadership team develop
their skills and subsequently watching
them contribute to the growth of the
business. Since the acquisition of Cougar
Logistics in late 2007, Menlo has doubled
our revenue and tripled the operations in
this region.
Our team is also highly engaged with our
customers by listening attentively to their
demands and responding efficiently to
their needs. Due to the team’s dedication
and success, Menlo is now established
in six countries with more than 4 million
square feet of operations. We are proud
to now be a recognised player for the
region.

Where do you see the logistics
sector in Asia heading over the
next few years? Do you see
further consolidation in terms of
merger and acquisition (M&A)?
There can only be more growth with the
inevitable rise of Asia’s consumption as
well as production economy.
However, in my opinion, the days of
major M&As are over. The few large
M&As in the past few years had not led
to the consolidation of the industry. The
logistics industry continues to be rather
fragmented, and customers continue
to prefer selected 3PLs in different
geographies and industry sectors.

Can you share with our readers
what you do for leisure?
I am quite an adventurer. Recently, I
climbed Mount Kinabalu. It was a tough
challenge to breathe at such an altitude.
Unfortunately, I was not able to progress
beyond 3,200m due to adverse weather
conditions, so I am planning to return
soon and scale to the summit. I have
also spent winter in the Nordics with
my family skiing and experienced the
Northern Lights.

Menlo “distinguishes”
itself by being more personalised,
responsive and sensitive to
customers and their
evolving needs.

As a veteran in the industry, what
drives you to stay in the logistics
sector?
Regardless of where you are, moving
goods from point A to point B will always
be in demand. When I first started
working in this industry in 1988, the
logistics sector was relatively simple and
uncomplicated, but at the same time, it
was also less efficient to move goods.
With improved technology over time
– from developing faster ships to
computing devices – the practice of
logistics has changed from rundown low
ceiling warehouses, to highly complex
multi-story and efficient distribution and
fulfilment centres.
I have seen the changes over the last 26
years, and this industry continues to keep
me on my toes.
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Lean Methodology in Menlo

Lean management had its roots in process management and evolved
out of the Toyota Production System, which focused on lowest cost,
highest quality, shortest lead-time through the elimination of waste. Lean
management enables setting the “True North” (or compass) for directional
support of objectives established.
The Lean system is designed around Lean manufacturing to integrate
lean principles into every aspect of a company from setting the long
term strategy to daily operations while eliminating waste, adding value
and striving for the highest quality. The intent is to strive for perfection
with the complete elimination of waste so that every activity performed
is value-added.
There are a number of techniques and tools used to expose the waste
and identify the opportunities for continuous improvement.

These include:
• Visual management to expose the information to everyone and understand “at a glance” what is happening very quickly. This
is done through a variety of tools including status at a glance boards, signage and markings, communication of information.
• Value Stream Mapping of the major/minor processes to allow the operations “to see” and understand the current state of
activities, identify the waste and opportunities that will allow for a much more operational efficient operation in the future state.
The VSM is the starting point in connecting the information and process flows while identifying value added and non-value
added activities.
• Going to the workplace where the work is being done to get the actuals. Go to the actual place, observe the actual product,
process or service and get the actual facts and data. This allows you to actually see what is going on.
The Lean concept was originally developed for the automotive industry and works well in warehouses and distribution centres.

Defects

(time spent fixing work done
incorrectly, such as mispicks)

Transportation

(driving a forklift without a load)

Overprocessing

(over checking or auditing
numerous times in the process)

Inventories

(piling staged product in locations
that create congestion)

Motion

The platform is focused on the

‘seven wastes’ .

Overproduction

(making or ordering more products than needed
or before the time needed)

(temporarily placing inbound
on the floor instead of
directly into storage)

Wait Time

(waiting to load or unload trucks)

Lean manufacturing aims to create a culture that engages employees at all levels, notably those who perform the work processes to
identify waste, developing and implementing remedies. The tools used will assist in establishing repeatable documented processes
supported by technology that places the information in the hands of those that need it when they need it. This is critical to establish
a solid foundation for deployment of Lean with attention to detail with this systematic approach.

Why Menlo implemented Lean:
Competitive advantage

• To fulfill part of our basic mission

Lower cost

• To operate Menlo in the most economically beneficial way possible!
• To drive standardisation across our global operations

Customer responsiveness

• To increase market flexibility, responsiveness, and competitive position
• To grow and secure customer satisfaction and loyalty

Employee empowerment

• To increase the creativity and productivity of all Menlo associates
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CEO of Loscam
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We do not want to produce
“Me-Too” products. By working
with quality suppliers, we can
really leverage their creativity to
develop products that give us the
edge and create more value for our
customers.
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n a typical warehouse, packaging equipment, such as pallets, may be seen as a
basic, yet extremely necessary, tool in the industry. But because it is not a fancy
gadget or a state-of-the-art robotic device, it is often thought as a low-technology
product that has already reached its highest potential. To the undiscerning eyes, there
is no difference between the quality of pallets five years ago and now.
That could not be further from the truth. Not only are pallets continually being
evolutionised, but it is also one of the reasons for the rise of Loscam in the pallet and
packaging equipment pooling industry. Supply Chain Asia is privileged to feature
Mr Mark Daniel, CEO of Loscam, to discuss the importance of technology in the
making of pallets, and his thoughts on the key challenges facing Asian Supply Chains.

“Evolutionising” the
Staple of The Supply
Chain

Loscam has emerged to be one of
the largest pallet and packaging
equipment pooling organisations
in Asia-Pacific. Do you still see
the Asia-Pacific as a crucial
target market for the company in
the next 10 – 15 years, or are you
preparing to shift the company’s
focus to another region?
After 60 years of operation in the
Australian marketplace, Loscam took
the decision to pursue an Asian strategy
in the mid-1990s, given the importance
of trade within the Asia-Pacific market
and its invaluable connection with
Australia. Loscam has played, and
continues to play, a role in facilitating
the standardisation of the supply chain
in Asia by providing a standard pallet
and introducing pooling services into a
number of countries.
We have been experiencing a doubledigit growth in Southeast Asia and now
with our expansion into China, we are
focused on ensuring we match that
growth with consistent levels of quality
services and establishing the right
support infrastructure. Asia-Pacific will
continue to be our primary focus, but
we will always re-evaluate our services
to stay relevant and help our customers.

The importance of free trade agreements
and with it the move of manufacturing
locations, pressures of rising labour
costs, and consolidation of customers
has seen the equation for the use of
pallets and other stillages in shipping
containers tip towards speed of load/
unload vs maximising cube. This leads to
a focus on total supply chain cost. As a
result, we are starting to see our pooled
equipment being used increasingly for
cross-border movements.

While most other plastic pallets
in the market are made in
developing markets, the Loscam
display pallet is proudly made in
Australia to promote Australian
world-class manufacturing. How
does Loscam mitigate the higher
cost of manufacturing its pallets?
A key for Loscam is our desire to bring
products to market that are better than
the current ones available. We do not
want to produce “Me-Too” products. By
working with quality suppliers, we can
really leverage their creativity to develop
products that give us the edge and create
more value for our customers.
Loscam tends to focus on sourcing
locally for each market to mitigate
transportation costs and thus, reduce our
carbon footprint and to build sustainable
relationships with local suppliers. In this
way, we can be more responsive to our
customers’ needs. For some items, such
as our standard-sized plastic hygiene
pallet, it makes sense to source from
our suppliers in China as we can achieve
economies of scale and a good cubic
utilisation when shipping across the
relatively small distances in Asia.

In the case of the Australian display pallet,
we looked for the best product that was
available; then worked with the supplier
to enhance it through a combination of
customer and user feedback – it was
great that the best supplier came from
Australia.

Wo o d e n p a l l e t s c o m e w i t h
ecological challenges, such
as logging issues and insect
infestation. Does the trend show
that the industry is increasingly
favouring the use of plastic
pallets?
There will always be a role for both plastic
and wooden pallets in the supply chain.
New materials, such as composites, are
also being tested. The key is to get the
right product for the right application.
A well-managed wooden pallet pool
is highly cost-effective and provides
the benefits of movement between a
multitude of partners. The pallet can
be repaired and if the timber is sourced
from reputable sustainable sources, it
provides an excellent balance in the
“green” equation.
A plastic pooled pallet also has a role to
play. However, the issues of damage and
replacement cost make the economics of
this type of pallet not as cost-effective as
the wooden pallet. The key to any plastic
offering is effective controls and the ability
to reclaim the damaged product and
place it back into the product stream.
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What are the key challenges the
industry is facing in the AsiaPacific region?
The recent increases in staff wages has
been a significant challenge. We employ
a large number of staff at the lower-end
of the pay scale. In nearly all developing
markets, governments have increased
the minimum wages by up to 40 per cent.
This cost cannot easily be offset and
Loscam has a social responsibility to pay
people the right amounts as stipulated by
the various governments.
Secondly, our work is also quite
physically demanding and therefore,
we have to understand that as the
labour marketplace changes in our
countries, we must be able to meet
the demand for this type of labour or
change our processes. This is an area
that we will continue to focus on over the
coming years – how do we improve the
reparability of the pallet and reduce the
need for manual labour to repair them?
In addition, customers are facing shorter
lifespans for their products as consumer
tastes and market needs change. The
days of providing a single product to
meet all needs are over. Manufacturing
and storage requirements are changing,
and we must provide the right products
to meet demand. The challenge will be
how to bring these products faster to
market

How important is technology
and innovation when it comes to
manufacturing pallets?
Robotics is one area that we are reviewing
to reduce the dependence of labour in
our repair facilities. The use of robotics
is actually causing us to review our whole
design, build and repair processes with
a view of allowing us to curtail cost
impacts on business. It is early days in
the process, but we are encouraged with
the take-up that our staff have made in
challenging what we do and what we
must do to challenge the paradigm.
We are also using design technologies
to develop our retail ready and plastics
offerings as we need to keep up with the
retailers’ desires to minimise the handling
of products and, at the same time, make
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their merchandising displays as attractive
to shoppers as possible. Our new
wooden effect returnable plastic crate,
which is designed to look like a traditional
wood produce box, is an example of this.

must also share our learnings across
the countries, provinces and regions to
ensure that we do not reinvent the wheel
and share the benefits of standardisation
and best practice.

How will the upcoming AEC 2015
affect the pallet and racking
equipment companies?

Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned for
the future of supply chain and
logistics in Asia?

AEC 2015 should help to accelerate
trade across borders as companies
have a more focused manufacturing in
key markets. We see the use of pallets
increasing in containerised freight and our
network or depots across Asia-Pacific will
allow customers to rent and dehire pallets
for trade, rather than buy one-way pallets
or “stuff” containers by hand.
It may also challenge the manufacturing
environments and allow for products to
be made in one local area but packed
for final use in another. This will increase
the need for other types of products such
as IBCs, bins, retail ready packaging and
cross border compliant packaging.
We have already done a lot of hard work
with the various ECR organisations
across Asia so thankfully the pallets are
standard across the AEC markets. This
will enable true mobility of our pool and
also ensure no major effect on related
equipment, such as pallet racking
standards, truck widths and so on.

China is currently the fastest
growing major emerging
e c o n o m y. D o y o u f o r e s e e
emerging-market nations in
Southeast Asia outpacing China
in the near future?
We have been in Southeast Asia since
1995, and have experienced double-digit
growth year-on-year, even through the
recent economic crisis. To ensure we
capture this growth properly, we have
always managed Southeast Asia and
China as separate market: In fact, each
country and province must be considered
a market in itself.
The challenges that each country
brings push us to understand what our
customers both want and need, so we
can tailor our services accordingly. We

I am always optimistic about the future
of supply chain! We are lucky enough at
Loscam to support some of the largest
companies in the region and they too are
enthusiastic about the continued growth
the region brings, as well as the number
of FTAs available.
Since the mid-1990s, we have been
involved in the evolution of the supply
chain industry in Asia. We have seen
modern retail enter the market and drive
different behaviours. We are seeing the
importance of fresh produce growing
and how it impacts supply chains. We
have been through the food safety
issues in China and have seen how
supply chains tightened up to address
consignment integrity. We are seeing
people re-evaluate their supply chains as
the pressures of increasing labour costs
challenge transport and containerisation.
Personally, I like the people who are in the
supply chain industry. They are honest,
hardworking and they manage so many
challenges on a daily basis. When the
industry works together, you do get a
sense of accomplishment.

What do you do for leisure?
I am fortunate that I have a great job, but
it keeps me away from my family. I spend
far too much time at work and then when
I am not in the office, I am thinking about
what we have to do next – either to stay
ahead or be better. I am often accused
of having a poor work-life balance.
However, it is difficult when you enjoy
what you do, and are often surrounded
by very good people working with you –
so leisure is something that I do not do
well – but I love rugby, food and wine,
and good company!

INNOVATION: A KEY PART OF LOSCAM’S DNA
Whilst Loscam continues to drive standardisation of supply chains around its core offering of pallet pooling, shifting demands from
customers require a nimble approach to innovation. Two recent solutions from Loscam are helping to lower supply chain costs
and help manufacturers and retailers share the benefits of increased speed and better product protection.

Retail Display Pallet Raises Standard
Last year, Loscam began to wonder if store ready display pallets could be more user friendly. These days, more user friendly means
stronger, safer for the product it holds and with a smaller footprint.
These were the three key requests that Loscam received when it consulted manufacturers and retailers at the end of last year.
With an increasing number of goods now being moved straight to the retail floor, priorities have shifted to replenishing as quickly
as possible to optimise on shelf availability.
Subsequently Loscam brought the best-in-class display pallet solution to the market and has received an overwhelming response
- its solution can carry significantly more weight and the ergonomic design minimises risk of OHS issues. When combined with
Loscam’s “no bottle wobble” beverage tray the industry has an innovative solution that raises the standard from current methods.

Produce Solutions To Help Drive Margin
Globally, retailers are seeking to re-engage with their customers and see their fresh offering as the best avenue to increasing
loyalty. It is also no secret that margins for retailers are considerably higher in their fresh produce categories and they are looking
to capitalise on this by creating an appealing traditional market place feel in their supermarkets.
So how to create an efficient returnable produce crate (rpc) solution that removes cardboard from the system, enhances produce
quality and still retains a market look that meets the retailers requirements?
Enter the wood effect returnable plastic crate. Loscam’s active lock rpc was already providing the most robust and user friendly
solution to growers and retailers and with the application of new technologies to create the wood effect appearance, it is set to
transform in-store merchandising with the benefits of plastic coupled with the look and feel of wood.
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Introducing the Inaugural SCA DAY Conference

Public Voting Period: 1 JuLY – 30 sEPTEMBER
For Sponsorship Opportunities and other enquiries, email
admin@supplychainasia.org or frank.paul@supplychainasia.org today!
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Join us as we host the crème de la crème of the industry and recognise their excellence
in 33 award categories.  Awards will be presented during the inaugural
Supply Chain in Asia Conference and Awards Night.
Innovation, Software, Sustainability &
Security Awards
• Supply Chain Distribution Centre Innovation
• Green Supply Chain
• Supply Chain Security
• Supply Chain Software of the Year
Individual Awards*
• Automotive
• Consumer/FMCG
• e-Commerce
• Retail
• High Tech
• Semi-Conductor
• Luxury
• Fashion
• Oil & Gas
• Chemical
Organisation Awards
• Asia Container Port of Year
• Asia Air Cargo Port of the Year
• Asia Logistics Centre/Park of the Year Award
• Supply Chain Education Institution of the Year

Corporate Awards
• Global 3PL of the Year
• Asian 3PL of the Year
• Container Line of the Year
• Container Terminal of the Year
• Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
• Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
• Sea Freight Forwarder of the Year
• Air Freight Forwarder of the Year
Special Awards
• Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year
• Overall Supply Chain Professional of the Year
• Young Supply Chain Professional of the Year
• Most Inspiring Supply Chain Professional of the Year
• Supply Chain Woman of the Year
• Visionary of the Yea
• Hall of Fame

Sponsor’s Profile
			

Asianet Consultants

Established since 1988, Asianet is a dedicated executive search and talent acquisition company that specialises in Logistics & Supply Chain.
We work with global clients in the Contract Logistics space in their talent acquisition strategies that result in the market mapping of relevant high
calibre executives in the Asia Pacific region. We act in partnership with clients to develop and implement recruitment solutions for immediate- to
long-term needs.
We are dedicated to:
• Executing Retained Executive Search in Hong Kong, Greater China and the Asia Pacific region to meet the executive and senior
management hiring needs of its global clients
• Working with clients to develop their talent acquisition strategy and recruitment capability
• Providing talent mapping and market & business intelligence services enabling significant hiring activities, succession planning, talent risk
management and gathering of market information
Headquartered in Hong Kong, we have offices in Shanghai, Guangzhou and Beijing. Asianet Consultants is the exclusive Hong Kong and Greater
China partner and founder of the International Executive Search Federation (IESF) providing Global and Local Executive Search to companies
in 40 countries and over 130 cities.
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revolutionary ideas

innovation

Artificial Intelligence
Incentivising Industrial
Contributed by Katrin Nikolaus for Siemens

S

entience in robots – this topic has
been both a source of hope and fear
for mankind for years. These thoughts
have largely been fuelled by Hollywood movies
such as I, Robot, Terminator, Transformers
and comic sci-fi novels where robots achieve
sentience, and could learn, think and act on
their own.
Researchers have already found ways to allow
machines to learn and act on their own, just by
analysing data. Doing so has given machines
the ability to optimise processes and reduce
maintenance and repair costs. They are also
capable of making short-term predictions on
the consumption of energy and resources
based on real time data.
The most exciting thing about giving machines
the ability to process and analyse data
however, is the possibility of revolutionising the
way companies forecast for the future as well
as changing the way maintenance is done.
In 2011 and 2012, Singapore spent an
estimated S$9.5bn and about S$8.5bn on
maintenance and repair services respectively,
across all sectors. With developments in
industrial automation systems, artificial
intelligence is set to predict failures before
they even happen. This will help companies
cut down on maintenance and repair costs,
enabling both energy and productive
efficiency, leading to corporate growth.

Maintenance Mayhem
Current methods of maintenance and repair
revolve around scheduled checks that take
place as seldom as once a year. During
these maintenance sessions, engineers
are expected to evaluate and service every
single part of the machine to ensure that it
is in working condition. Such methods may
not be the best as critical parts within the
machine may have tiny stress fractures that
are not reflected during maintenance checks.
Furthermore, manual inspection leaves scope
for human error.
Another problem commonly faced globally is
the accurate prediction of energy demands.
Currently, an estimate is taken from previous
years and predictions are made based on
them. However, this method may not be
reliable, as information about the number
or locations of older power lines may not be
available.

Katrin Nikolaus

This makes it tough to predict power needs
based on previous year’s usage. If the
demand exceeds supply, power companies
have to purchase or produce the excess
power from sources that are usually unreliable
or cause more pollution.

Researchers have already found ways to allow machines to
learn and act on their own, just by analysing data. Doing so has
given machines the ability to optimise processes and reduce
maintenance and repair costs.
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Programmed Predictions
Research being done at Siemens Corporate
Technology has uncovered a way to use data
from sensors and other sources to predict
when a machine is about to fail, as well as
create short-term forecasts that will enable
power companies to accurately predict power
usage.
Leveraging sensors and data means that there
is a constant flow of data to the machines
which enables them to constantly monitor the
status, spot trends and accurately predict the
maintenance needs of the equipment.

Failure is Not an Option
Taking advantage of the research by Siemens,
companies will be able to constantly monitor
equipment and machinery that are critical
to their operations, instead of just relying on
scheduled maintenance. The sensors that
are attached to the equipment will be able
to monitor small changes in the machinery,
enabling an early warning system that a
possible failure is about to take place.
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Doing so provides companies with costsaving measures as they will be able to predict
maintenance cycles, power usage and even
price trends. As a result, companies will be
able to plan ahead and make the best use
of resources.
For example, in the medical industry, this
research has led to a newly developed
program that is able to accurately predict
when an MRI machine is about to fail by
monitoring changes in electrical currents,
voltages, noises and vibrations. Through
reading the data from these changes, the
program alerts the system that it is due for a
diagnosis, allowing the hospital to carry out
maintenance work as and when it is needed.
This will help save time, and more importantly,
resources.
Similarly, by using sensors in electrical grids,
power suppliers are able to predict power
usage. This is achieved through the analysis
of previous years’ energy usage data with the
data being collected by the sensors. This aids
in load-forecasting and also reduces the risk
of insufficient supply. Furthermore, it will help
to lower the cost of expanding the power grid
as planners will have up-to-date information
and thus, will know where best to allocate
resources.

The Way of the Future
The way of the future seems to be shifting
towards machines that are able to learn and
process patterns through the analysis of
data. Doing so will help companies optimise
functions that are critical, enabling the
diversion of resources to other functions.
In short, providing machines with ‘intelligence’
allows for a plethora of options. By giving
them the ability to learn, machines will be able
to predict short-term trends in everything –
from energy consumption to sales volume.
This not only means savings and opportunities
to channel resources into other areas, it
will also result in energy efficiency, enabling
companies to be more conscious of their
environmental footprint.

About Katrin Nikolaus
Katrin Nikolaus studied in Munich and worked
for different German newspapers on subjects
like economy and sciences. Since 2001
she is a freelancer, based in Munich, and
specialises in features and portraits about
new technologies and reseachers. She enjoys
tracking future trends like cloud computing,
Internet of Things and future automation.

Omni-channel choices for them...

...mean omni-channel challenges
for your supply chain.
You need a partner that helps you win at both.
Delivering customer satisfaction while harnessing supply chain
complexity is the key to winning in today’s omni-channel world.
Manhattan Associates is your proven partner in platform-based
solutions designed to deliver on the what, when, where choices
your customers expect.
Call: +65 6306 3600
Visit: www.manh.sg
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lEADERSHIP ready to lead?

What Qualities Define a First Rate
Supply Chain Leader?
Contributed by Simon Bruce, Head of Supply Chain, Procurement & Logistics, en world

S

upply chains are taking a more important role in the success of modern businesses due
to the complex and interconnected economies that are quickly developing. The future
of supply chain growth suggests that business chief executive officers and supply chain
leaders may end up as one and the same. Therefore, it is important that the leaders of these
supply chains are well qualified individuals who can uphold a significant standard of excellence.
Modern leaders will need to be able to work effectively within several different countries and
their cultures.

To do so, these leaders must exhibit several qualities:
Comprehension of an entire end-to-end supply chain

1

		
It seems obvious, but supply chain leaders will need to understand all aspects
of a supply chain from one end to the other. For example, in a food supply
chain, a leader would need to understand the process from the farm to the
table. Maintaining a successful supply chain requires collaboration from all key
partners who understand their value and objective in regards to their stage of
the chain. Because of this, supply chain leaders must understand that control
of the complete end-to-end chain is not, and should not be, an attainable goal.

Extended experience in all areas of the supply chain

2

Supply chain leaders will gain the respect for each link of the chain by having
broad knowledge and experience across major end-to-end supply chains.
Recently, a shift has begun in reference to the type of experience future leaders
are bringing to the mix. In the past, a supply chain leader in the retail industry, for
example, would only have spent their career in the retail sector. Moving forward,
a new supply chain leader will have worked in several different areas of the
chain, from retail, to logistics, to manufacturing. This wider range of experience
is beneficial to a supply chain leader because they can easily identify potential
issues and risk, and solve problems more effectively.

Experience and knowledge with developed and emerging
markets and their cultures

3

A supply chain leader should be culturally diverse. Because the worldwide
market is seeing more and more emerging economies, from different socioeconomic backgrounds, leaders will have an advantage if they are familiar
with these conditions. Countries like India and Brazil are increasingly engaging
in world trade, and a supply leader who understands the consumers of such
markets will be more successful at their overall goals.
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Simon Bruce

Your Leading Provider In End-To-End
e-Commerce Logistics Solutions

Delivery

Warehousing

Freight

Store Operations

Customer Care

Digital Marketing

www.singpost.com/corporate-enquiry
Singapore Post Group of Companies
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Prepare for market changes and alter practice to gain the
most value

4
5

Knowing that the market is never stationary, and being able to adapt to changes
is a key quality for any supply chain leader. Technology is always changing,
and it is critical that leaders think about the development of the industry in ten
years. Creating a goal that your business will either lead the changes, or be
prepared enough to quickly adapt to them is crucial.

Constantly question the market and assess opportunities
Another important quality for a supply chain leader to possess is the ability
to assess the market and recognise opportunities. Continual questioning and
thought provoking ideas will lead to the development of a more successful
supply chain. The leaders need to be innovative, creative, experienced, and
dynamic, and understand the markets where they will be conducting business.

In the past, a supply chain
leader in the retail industry, for
example, would only have spent
their career in the retail sector.
Moving forward, a new supply
chain leader will have worked
in several different areas of the
chain, from retail, to logistics, to
manufacturing.

These five qualities are crucial to future supply chain leaders, who will be working
in a constantly changing virtual world. These leaders need to understand, and
in best scenarios, have great experience, with all parts of the supply chain.
Supply chain leaders are consistent travelers, adaptable partners, and culturally
diverse individuals who are dimensional and dynamic.

end-to-end
chain
countries
culture

express
logistics

markets
innovative

About Simon Bruce
simon.bruce@calibrate.com.au
Simon’s main focus is on recruitment of in-house Supply Chain & Purchasing executive level roles in the medical, manufacturing and FMCG
sectors. He has worked with a wide range of multi-national companies such as Medtronic, Abbott, Johnson & Johnson, Bayer, Mars, Gap and
GE in the Asia-Pacific region.
Simon worked as a recruiter in Japan for seven years at en world Japan (Japan’s second largest recruitment company for the foreign capital
market) where he started the Supply Chain & Purchasing team and managed it for five years. With the purchase of Calibrate by the en world
group in mid 2012, Simon transferred to the Calibrate office to focus on his passion, Supply Chain & Purchasing.
About en world
We provide recruitment services, focusing on mid-career professionals. The company was established in Japan in 1999 and has expanded to
Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea, Australia (Calibrate Recruitment), Vietnam and Thailand. With 300 staff representing 20 nationalities in 11 offices,
we are supporting over 12,000 placements with 2,400 clients across the Asia-Pacific Region. en world is a subsidiary of en-japan inc, Japan’s
leading internet-based recruitment solutions provider.
Visit – www.enworld.com
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Best 3PL Supply Chain Provider in Asia
Voted as the “Asia 3PL of the Year” in the December 2013 awards by Supply Chain Asia, Toll Global Logistics is the
partner of choice of over 1,000 multinational corporations, including some of Asia Pacific’s best known brands.
Founded more than 120 years ago, our strengths and credibility rest on our ability to provide integrated logistics solutions,
backed by innovative technologies and world-class processes to support end-to-end supply chains.
Toll Global Logistics manages more than 600 facilities in 16 countries within the Asia Pacific region, offering world-class
contract logistics solutions. Our work spans across various industries and products including consumer, retail and
consumer electronics, industrial and chemicals, as well as the automotive sector. Our focus is to help customers get their
goods from origin to destination with ease and efficiency.

Contact Us
For further information about Toll’s Global Logistics Division and our services, email enquiries.bd@tollgroup.com
or call our regional office at +65 6462 8883.
www.tollgroup.com/tollgloballogistics
Australia
Cambodia
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
New Zealand
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam

Toll – connecting people and products
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www.efacec.com

Iberian
Central Europe

Throughout its history, Efacec has anticipated changes in a highly
competitive world and positioned the Efacec name as one of the
strongest brands in the electrotechnical and electromechanical areas.

Present with the most modern technology in over 65 countries, Efacec is a
leader in many technology areas. Efacec's competitive advantage is based
on high levels of technological expertise.

Southern Africa
India
Market Units

Today, the power of the Efacec brand in international and Portuguese
markets is even stronger. The Efacec name represents a distinctive factor
of increased competitiveness.

Maghreb

USA
Latin America

Efacec is a leading supplier of automated Materials Handling and Storage
Systems. We build integrated solutions for intra-logistics applications,
such as Automatic Storage and Retrieval Systems, Automated Distribution
Centers, Order Fulfillment Systems and Baggage Handling Systems.
Products and Solutions for Intralogistics
• Automatic Storage Systems
• Conveying Systems
• Automatic Guided Vehicles
• Distribution Centers
• Baggage Handling Systems
• Software Solutions

Singapore Pte Ltd
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Asia

Business Units

technology that moves the world

1 Kaki Bukit View, #02-11 Techview Singapore 415941 Tel: +65 6841 7073 / 6841 7209 / 6841 7591 Fax: +65 6841 8621 Email: enquiry@efacec.com.sg

Honesty, Open Communications Among
Skills Workers Desire
Operations and logistics personnel top list of best suited for CEO
Contributed by Cheryl Birdsong-Dyer, Senior Network Planning Analyst - Access Strategy, Sprint

I

n today’s ever-evolving business landscape,
C-suite executives are under increased
pressure to connect with their employees
with honest and open communications.
And while a new study from ASQ conducted
by Kelton Global reveals workers place a high
premium on honesty and communications,
workers also say most leaders are deficient
in these attributes.
According to the survey, 30 per cent of
workers surveyed by Kelton said honesty
is the trait they value most in their leaders,
while 22 per cent cite communication skills.
Workers also say critical thinking (11 per cent),
commitment (10 per cent) and the ability to
inspire (9 per cent) are important traits for
leaders.
But honest and clear communications are
hard to find in businesses, according to the
survey results.
In fact, 20 per cent of workers say business
leaders lack clear communication skills, and
16 per cent say executives are not honest.
Creativity and the ability to inspire also are
lacking in leaders, at 13 and 12 per cent,
respectively.

According to the Kelton Global survey, only
9 per cent of those polled view engineers
as having the skills necessary to successful
CEOs, while 23 per cent say those in
operations and logistics are better-suited
to be CEO. Furthermore, 17 per cent chose
personnel in finance; 14 per cent chose
marketing, advertising or public relations; 13
per cent chose academia or education; and
11 per cent selected sales.
But 68 per cent of the engineers polled by
ASQ say they have the skills necessary to be
successful leaders, citing skills like analytical
thinking, organisation skills, and problem
solving.

Cheryl Birdsong-Dyer

20 per cent of workers say business leaders lack clear
communication skills, and 16 per cent say executives are not
honest. Creativity and the ability to inspire also are lacking in
leaders, at 13 and 12 per cent, respectively.

Results of a concurrent survey of ASQmember engineers show similar results.
Thirty per cent of engineers polled by ASQ
say honesty is the most important leadership
skill, with 20 per cent citing communications
as most important.
Both the ASQ survey of members who are
engineers, and the Kelton Global survey
were conducted in January, in advance of
Engineers Week in February.
And while some of the greatest business
leaders in history have been engineers —
including Henry Ford and Lee Iacocca —
many workers surveyed by Kelton Global do
not see engineers as CEOs.
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“Problem solving is at the root of engineering. That is at the foundation of what a CEO does.”
“Engineering skills include analytical thinking and problem solving, which are essential for being in a
leadership position.”
“Strong engineering skills allow [a] CEO to make [wiser] decisions.”
“Engineers are more organised and logical thinkers. They reason through the consequences
of a decision before making a commitment.”

Most important for leaders to have
But not all engineers think their skillset makes
them well-suited for the position of CEO.
Those engineers blame their apparent lack
of communication skills and the fact that they
are too honest.
“Engineers tend to be too honest. They say
what they think. CEOs say what needs to
be heard,” said one respondent to the ASQ
engineer survey.
“CEOs should be people persons and know
how to manage their employees — engineers
do not learn these skills by virtue of being
engineers,” said another respondent.
But being an effective leader goes beyond soft
skills. Twenty-four per cent of engineers that
responded to the ASQ survey say business
administration and public speaking courses
in college would have better prepared them
for leadership positions. Eleven per cent said
marketing or public relations training would
make the greatest impact on attaining a
leadership position.
And according to the ASQ survey of engineers,
some engineers are succeeding. Sixty-one
per cent of engineers said they already are
in a management or leadership role (albeit
not a CEO). Seventy-four per cent of those
already in leadership roles supervise up to
nine employees, while 14 per cent oversee
10 to 19 employees, four per cent manage 20
to 29 workers and seven per cent supervise
30 or more.
But not all engineers desire to be in leadership
roles: 32 per cent of engineers polled have
little interest in management positions — the
same percentage of those who have high
interest.
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Critical thinking - 11%
Commitment - 10%

HONESTY

30%

Ability to inspire - 9%
Creativity- 6%

COMMUNICATION

22%

Confidence - 5%

Ability to delegate - 5%
Intuition - 1%

Source: ASQ/Kelton Global
About the Surveys
The ASQ leadership survey was conducted by Kelton Global between 2-9 Jan among 1,027
nationally representative Americans ages 18 and older using an email invitation and an online
survey. Margin of error = +/- 3.1 percent. The poll of ASQ member engineers was conducted
between 2-16 Jan. Sixteen among 444 ASQ members who identify themselves as engineers
were recruited using an email invitation and online poll.
About Cheryl Birdsong-Dyer
Cheryl Birdsong-Dyer is a Professional Process Engineer who has designed processes for
global workforces, affecting 50,000 workers in the US and has significant experience in
emerging markets, such as India, the Philippines, and Mexico. She has applied engineering
skills acquired through her experience as a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt practitioner to reduce
operations cost using structured problem solving and quantitative methodologies. Her title is
Sr. Network Planning Analyst — Access Strategy for Sprint.

TransAsia 2014
THE EXHIBITION FOR TRANSPORT
AND LOGISTICS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

NOVEMBER 18-20, 2014
Hall 401-402, Suntec Singapore
Convention & Exhibition Centre

Organised by
International Trade and
Exhibitions Pte Ltd

From the organiser of the TransRussia series
of Transport and Logistics exhibitions

Tel: +65-6701-8258
www.transasia-exhibition.com
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strategy conquering challenges

A Salute to SMEs

Supply Chain Asia meets with Mr Herbert Vongpusanachai, Managing Director of DHL Express
Singapore, to discuss the vibrant SME landscape in Singapore, and introduce a new DHL-backed
award, aimed at celebrating the achievements of SMEs.
I think 2014 is when we will
see different parts of the
world recovering. The world
economies are strengthening
again. This represents a good
opportunity for SMEs to
expand globally.

S

mall and medium enterprises (SMEs)
play a pivotal role in the economic
growth of Singapore, contributing more
than 50 per cent of economic output and 70
per cent of employment.
In addition, many SMEs, despite the economic
uncertainties in recent times, have ventured
overseas for expansion to further increase
the footprint of their business operations.
According to DP Information Group (DP Info),
in 2013, 46 per cent of local SMEs have
established footholds in foreign markets,
of which 43 per cent have seen overseas
markets generating up to 30 per cent of the
total turnover.
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Such daring (and successful) feats deserve
glowing commendation, leading to DHL
Express cooperating with DP Info to launch
a new award category this year. The DHL
SME Global Growth Excellence Award is
positioned to recognise and honour the SME
that has achieved the most outstanding
performance growth and is on the fast track
of internationalisation.
As the key sponsor of the Singapore 1000,
Singapore SME 1000 and Singapore
International 100 awards published by
DP Info, the objective of DHL Express is
to introduce an award that reinforces the
company’s focus on the community.

“The SME market represents a significant area
of growth for us in our 42 years of service in
Singapore. We want to honour these SMEs in
the hopes that it will inspire other companies
to achieve success abroad through best
practices,” said Mr Herbert Vongpusanachai,
Managing Director of DHL Express Singapore.

Not Always Smooth Sailing

A Role To Play

Despite the considerably high percentage of
SMEs venturing overseas, the number still
indicated a significant drop in SMEs expanding
their businesses overseas. According to
survey results by DP Information Group, the
number of SMEs with international businesses
has dipped by 15 per cent in 2013. Many have
shifted their focus to internal productivity and
efficiency instead of expansion.

For companies making that first step into
overseas territories, one of the immediate
challenges will be “understanding the
complexities of shipping across borders and
strategise logistics operations on a global
scale”. As an expert in offering logistics
solutions, DHL Express aims to be the answer
to SMEs’ problems and help them ensure
that they can still deliver their products and
services to their target market. SMEs will also
be able to tap on DHL Express’ global scale to
manage its transport and logistics operations,
provide the relevant IT services, as well as
share knowledge on facilitation of trade and
regulations of the target market.

“2013 was the year of caution. Companies
had to be more careful on how they were
running their businesses, partly due to
headwinds in terms of foreign exchange in
the second half of the year. This resulted in a
significant number of SMEs with limited funds
and foreign exchange exposure preferring to
stay local and not expand abroad,” explained
Mr Vongpusanachai.
But that sentiment is definitely changing. The
Managing Director forecasted that in the next
one to two years, there would be a boost
in the number of SMEs venturing overseas.
This can be partly attributed to programmes
offered by the Singapore government.
“Singapore government is definitely proactive
in helping SMEs to target overseas markets. It
is something I wish other governments would
adopt as well. Singapore’s Budget 2014 offers
several programmes for SMEs to increase
their level of competitiveness. One of the
incentives offered is the Internationalisation
Finance Scheme, which raises the maximum
loan quantum from $15m to $30m,” said Mr
Vongpusanachai.

With support from both the government and
third-party logistics companies, such as DHL
Express, Mr Vongpusanachai envisaged a
rosier picture for SMEs in 2014.
“I think 2014 is when we will see different
parts of the world recovering. The world
economies are strengthening again. This
represents a good opportunity for SMEs to
expand globally.”

Medical Company Clinches
Award
The winner of the inaugural DHL SME Global
Growth Excellence Award for 2014 is Gaia
Science Pte Ltd, who recorded a 82.85 per
cent surge in turnover.
The company is principally engaged in the
wholesale of medical, scientific and precision
equipment to universities, research institutions
and industries, with operations spanning
across Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and
Myanmar.
“Gaia Science is an excellent role model
that demonstrates how Singapore SMEs
can leverage on government initiatives to
become among the world’s first movers into
new emerging markets. Countries, such as
Myanmar, are opening up and hungry for
technology, capital, and goods to help them
scale up their economy,” Mr Vongpusanachai
clarified.
With plenty of optimism in the industry, it is
safe to assume that competition for the award
will only get tougher next year.

In addition, Mr Vongpusanachai believes
that the establishment of ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) in 2015 will only “open
floodgates of opportunities” for SMEs.

In addition to the Internationalisation Finance
Scheme, Singapore also offers the Global
Immersion Programme to equip SMEs with
the relevant skills to compete internationally,
as well as IE Singapore’s Global Company
Partnership. These initiatives ensure that
SMEs are equipped with adequate talent,
investment dollar, and government support
to expand their businesses beyond the
Singapore shores.
“I believe this is Singapore’s strength.
Singapore SMEs add value to their services;
they are not merely traders that sell products,”
he added.
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events latest happenings

Am I Effectively Retaining My 
Best Talents?

T

hat is the million-dollar question for any manager, senior
executive and CEO in a company as they evaluate their
employee management strategies and tactics. While some
say it is relatively easier to attract talents, it may not be as
straightforward when it comes to retaining them. After all, talents
may initially be easily enticed with a high salary to join a company.
However, if they become dissatisfied with the working conditions,
or are poached by headhunters with offers of a better career
progression track, then it is far harder to convince them to stay.
This is why having an effective employee management plan in place
from the start is important, but implementing it is easier said than
done.
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Supply Chain Asia (SCA) understands
the challenges of retaining talents, and
has conducted a Sunset Talk on 21st
February at e2i Singapore to discuss
the harsh realities of this issue. The talk
also includes panel session consisting
of professional headhunters in the
industry, and senior managers in the
supply chain sector – Ms Cindy Tan,
Director, Captiv8 Talent; Mr Koh Jin
Kiat, Regional Director in Supply
Chain & Operations, Harley-Davidson;
Mr Simon Triggs, Branch Manager,
Vertical Talent; Mr Julien Brun,
Managing Partner, CEL Consulting;
and Mr Peter Woon, Vice-President of
Procurement & Supply Chain, Marina
Bay Sands.
Through this panel session, SCA
hoped
that
participants
would
gain a better understanding of the
importance of talent management. In
addition, the inclusion of a networking
session also provides an informal,
yet extremely effective, platform
for attendees to interact with other
professionals and share their ideas on
talent retention. Here are some of the
talking points from the event:

What is Talent?
Talents do not just consist of class
valedictorians and university scholars.
In fact, education takes a backseat in
the definition of ‘talent’.
While many industry experts agree
that top talents must be capable
of making maximum contributions
to the company, they should also
be absolutely passionate in their
respective roles, and have an
adequate power of influence over
their peers. They are the special
group of employees who outshine
their colleagues, while inspiring them
to improve their level of work quality.
This is why retaining them is extremely
important. Losing them is more than
just losing manpower; it is also losing
the winning spirit of the company.

But Just How Much is Enough?
Providing the best for your talents is
more than simply raising their salaries.
It includes offering attractive perks
(such as company trips and flexible
working schedules) and a rapid career
progression plan. Depending on how
much your company values the talent,
it may be wise to cater to his or her
needs as much as possible, as long
as the demands are reasonable. After
all, if the employee is able to deliver
top quality work from the comfort of
one’s own home, then providing him
or her the option of working from
home may be a simple gesture that
requires no extra effort or cost on the
company. This option is extremely
attractive to a working parent, and the
individual will no doubt be willing to
stay at the company even if poached
by a competitor.

Is It Possible to Nurture
Talent?
Not everyone is blessed with talent
at their doorsteps, but that does not
mean they will not be able to effectively
compete with their more established
competitors.
The easiest way to nurture employees
and constantly improve their skillsets
is to expect excellence from them.
Start setting high but not unrealistic
standards and expect them to meet
your goals. The best managers are
not the “nicest” or “toughest”, but
those who are able to effectively and
consistently get the best results from
their team. Once your employees
understand your high expectations,
they will find it in themselves to achieve
the level of excellence you expect.
In addition, it is also important for
companies to arm their employees
with the tools to be the best they can
be. SCA understands that relevant
and effective training setups will
boost the industry’s capabilities of
meeting the challenges of a talent
gap, and offers valuable programmes
such as the Supply Chain Operations
Traineeship Programme, and the
Supply
Chain
Leadership
and
Innovation Programme.
The first step to being a better leader is
treating your employees well. Leaders
who are able to do this with their
top talents will easily find themselves
enjoying long term success.
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book review good reads
Finance for Purchasing Managers
Breaking Down the Figures
To say that finance is a particularly complex field to understand is an understatement,
especially to those without an academic background in the subject. Unfortunately,
professionals who aspire to take on managerial roles and aim to climb the
corporate ladder need to first have a basic understanding of finance.
Fortunately, there are such books for first-time finance learners.
For those working in the supply chain and logistics industry,
this may just be the book to kickstart your study.

Who needs it?
Finance for Purchasing Managers: Understanding the
Financial Impact of Buying Decisions by Richard France is
specifically aimed to help professionals with little knowledge of
finance and written from the perspective of a purchasing manager.
Managers working in the purchasing function need to be able to
effectively analyse the financial health and stability of their suppliers,
intelligently model the different cost and price scenarios, understand and
manage budgets, as well as be at ease with handling financial aspects of
capital purchases.
This book may not provide all the answers, but for beginners, consider this book an
extremely useful (and non-intimidating) guide to start tapping into the field of finance.

How is it Like?
Readers can expect a concisely written book that guides them until the last page. Every finance term (and there are plenty of them) is patiently
explained and provided with the appropriate examples. This is absolutely one of the best features of the book.
For example, there is a chapter in the book that covers Managing Finance – Long Term. In addition to clear definitions of the type of long-term
financial sources and investments available, the section is further broken down into public sector finance and the types of shares available
(‘ordinary’ and ‘preference’ shares). The book then includes a thorough example of how investors buy shares and how public companies raise
finance through the stock market. Readers are not only shown the definitions of the terms, but are also shown how they tie in with how the
world functions. For the totally clueless, the detailed examples really help to give a visual understanding of a complicated subject.

Overall Verdict
With its impressive easy to understand language and detailed examples, this book is a must-have for every aspiring manager in the purchasing
field. Even the more advanced professionals will be able to gain from the book, but perhaps not as much as a beginner. Consider this book as
a guide to show an overall strategic look into being a purchasing manager. Although it also includes practical capital and revenue purchasing
techniques, as well as ample questions as exercise in the appendix, these sections do not form the main bulk of the book. Nonetheless, this
is still a beneficial buy for anyone in the purchasing field.

About the Author
Richard France is a Chartered Accountant (FCA) with an MBA and has been in training and consultancy for over 20 years. He has worked
in his own company, supplying both financial consultancy and training as well as for PMMS Consulting Group Ltd., a specialist purchasing
consultancy, supplying financial training for buyers in large and medium sized organisations. He is currently a senior lecturer at Manchester
Metropolitan University.
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EVENTS CALENDAR 2014
May
16 may

September
2nd week

2 sep

22-23 sep

23 may

2-4 sep

25-26 sep

29-30 may

11-12 sep

SCLIP 3rd Intake Training

May/Jun Issue Published

Big Data Analytics

4th BOA Meeting

SCLIP 4th Intake Training

SCAF 2014

(SCOTP) Logistics Operations
Management

(SCOTP) Trade Compliance
Management

1st week

(SCOTP) Logistics Operations
Management

June

Sep/Oct Issue Published

October
16-17 oct

5-6 jun

SCOTP (2nd intake) Fundamental of SCM

(SCOTP) Trade Compliance Management

20-22 oct

13 jun

SCLIP 4th Intake Training

SCLIP 3rd Intake Training

26 jun

Retail & e-Commerce Asia

July
9-11 jul

(SCOTP) Freight &
Transport Management

2nd week

Jul/Aug Issue Published

November
14 nov

1st week

SCLIP 4th Intake Training

Nov/Dec Issue Published

18-20 nov

14 jul

TransLog 2014

3rd BOA Meeting

20 nov

Awards 2014

August
7-8 aug

SCOTP (3rd Intake) Fundamental of SCM

December
12 dec

SCLIP 4th Intake Training

16 aug

The Fresh Connection Challenge for SCOTP Trainees

Supply Chain Asia reserves the right to change the calendar
without prior notice.

BOA Meeting

SCSC Meeting

SCOTP/ SCLIP Training

Partners Events/ SCA Events
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upcoming

SNIPPET

LAST WORD

In Maplecroft’s annual Legal and Environment Risk Atlas
report, the global risk analysis firm lists Myanmar as one
of the countries with the greatest improvements made
over the last five years to their business environment in
addressing key issues and refining legal and regulatory
frameworks.
In our upcoming July/August magazine issue, SCA aims to
discuss the upcoming industry trends and latest business
news in the former junta state.

of SCA July/Aug Issue

mYANMAR
BUSINESS
READY FOR

With Myanmar opening to economic reform,
companies around the globe are eyeing a
piece of the pie:

oil/gas

44%

Power

42%

THE
SHORT
LIST

$30.8bn

TOTAL INVESTMENT BUDGET FOR MYANMAR

A sample of companies 
vying for business:

THE TOP 5 SECTORS THAT WILL BENEFIT,
ACCORDING TO THE GOVERNMENT

mANUFACTURING
mINING

US
Visa
Pepsi
Coca-Cola
Chevron
General Electric
Caterpillar

Thailand
Saha Group

India
Airtel
Tata Motors
Essar Group

China
Chery
Sany Heavy Industry
Chinaa North Industies Corp.
China National Petroleum Corp.

8%

TOURISM

2%

3%

Japan
Mitsui & Co.
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi JFJ
Tokyo Stock Exchange Group Inc.

Australia
Global Resources Corp.
Sterling Mining Group

Source: DICA
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High density storage achieved with Schaefer Orbiter
System.
Many logistics managers are unaware of the potential optimisation
and streamlining of homogenous goods storage that modern
warehouse systems can offer. The Schaefer Orbiter System allows
you to compress your storage and speed up operations with storage
and retrieval speed at 1m/second. Contact us today, we can show
you how you can achieve effective storage needs.

P: 65/6863 0168 · E: regionalmktg@ssi-schaefer.sg · www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com
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Move more
with less paper
We pioneered e-freight to transform the way we do
business. Saving as much as 30 different pieces of
paper per consignment means we’re not only saving
you paperwork, but also helping the environment.
Say hello to e-freight at skycargo.com

skycargo.com
For more details, please contact Emirates SkyCargo in Abu Dhabi: 971 2 6911733, Dubai: 971 4 2184218

